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ABSTRACT  

   

Solar photovoltaic (PV) generation has seen significant growth in 2021, with an 

increase of around 22% and exceeding 1000 TWh. However, this has also led to reliability 

and durability issues, particularly potential induced degradation (PID), which can reduce 

module output by up to 30%. This study uses cell- and module-level analysis to investigate 

the impact of superstrate, encapsulant, and substrate on PID.  

The influence of different substrates and encapsulants is studied using one-cell 

modules, showing that substrates with poor water-blocking properties can worsen PID, and 

encapsulants with lower volumetric resistance can conduct easily under damp conditions, 

enabling PID mechanisms (results show maximum degradation of 9%). Applying an anti-

soiling coating on the front glass (superstrate) reduces PID by nearly 53%. Typical 

superstrates have sodium which accelerates the PID process, and therefore, using such 

coatings can lessen the PID problem.  

At the module level, the study examines the influence of weakened interface 

adhesion strengths in traditional Glass-Backsheet (GB) and emerging Glass-Glass (GG) 

(primarily bifacial modules) constructions. The findings show nearly 64% more power 

degradation in GG modules than in GB. Moreover, the current methods for detecting PID 

use new modules, which can give inaccurate information instead of DH-stressed modules 

for PID testing, as done in this work.  

A comprehensive PID susceptibility analysis for multiple fresh bifacial 

constructions shows significant degradation from 20 to 50% in various constructions. The 

presence of glass as the substrate exacerbates the PID problem due to more ionic activity 
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available from the two glass sides. Recovery experiments are also conducted to understand 

the extent of the PID issue. 

Overall, this study identifies, studies, and explains the impact of superstrate, 

substrate, and encapsulant on the underlying PID mechanisms. Various pre- and post-stress 

characterization tests, including light and dark current-voltage (I-V) tests, 

electroluminescence (EL) imaging, infrared (IR) imaging, and UV fluorescence (UVF) 

imaging, are used to evaluate the findings. This study is significant as it provides insights 

into the PID issues in solar PV systems, which can help improve their performance and 

reliability. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODCUTION 

1.1 Global Solar Outlook 

Global energy consumption has exponentially increased because of urbanization 

and continual growth in the world population. Moreover, the environmental damage caused 

by the continuous use of fossil fuels and the limited duration for which fossil fuels may be 

utilized has prompted the usage of renewable energy sources [1], [2]. Solar energy is one 

of the fastest-growing renewable energy resources. There are two main types of solar 

technologies, i.e., concentrated solar power (CSP) and solar PV [3]. Among both solar 

technologies, PV accounts for more than 95% of capacity and generation. Moreover, solar 

PV accounts for 3.6% of global electricity generation, making it the third most significant 

renewable energy source behind hydropower and wind [4], [5].  

Solar PV is based on the photovoltaic effect whereby incoming photons are 

converted to voltage [6] discovered by Edmond Becquerel in 1839 [7], [8]. The first silicon 

solar cell was made in 1954 at Bell laboratories. There are various types of solar PV 

technologies, namely, crystalline silicon (c-Si) (mono and poly/multi), thin film, III-V, and 

some next-generation technologies (organic, quantum dots, perovskites) [9]. C-Si has the 

most significant market (over 95%) share of all the current PV technologies. Figures 1 to 

3 below show some of the abovementioned solar energy and PV statistics.  
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Fig. 1. Trends in Renewable Energy [10]  

 

 
Fig. 2. Electricity generation by different solar technologies [11] 
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Fig. 3. Annual PV production by technology [12] 

 

1.2 PV module components 

A PV module is made up of various components. Typically, the following structure 

is followed, i.e., superstrate (front glass), encapsulant, solar cells, encapsulant, substrate 

(backsheet or glass), and a frame (may or may not be used depending on the construction). 

The materials used in the module construction must be of high quality to ensure a long 

module lifetime and a better levelized cost of energy (LCOE). Fig. 4 below shows the 

typical components of a PV module, and Fig.5 shows a bifacial module construction. 

 

Solar Cells: The solar cell is an essential component of a PV module that converts light 

(photons) to electrical output. As mentioned above, various types of cells are available, but 

most of the market is dominated by c-Si solar cells. The efficiency of the PV module varies 

depending on the type of c-Si cell used, either mono-crystalline (more efficient due to high 

purity level of silicon) or poly-crystalline (less efficient due to low purity of silicon and 

more grain boundaries). The PV cell's foundation is a very thin wafer, generally 0.1mm 
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thick, consisting of either positive p-type silicon or negative n-type silicon. An anti-

reflective coating (ARC) is also present on the cell. Busbars and metallic fingers (typically 

made using screen-printed silver) on the cell surface collect the electrons produced in 

response to the incoming photons. Cell interconnects feature a copper core covered with 

lead-tin solder and connects cells in series [13]. There are several cell sizes and 

configurations (series or parallel connection), each with a distinct efficiency level; these 

include standard full cells, half-cut cells, shingled cells, multi-bus bar cells, and 

interdigitated back contact cells [14]. 

 

Superstrate/Front Glass: The superstrate is a high-strength, low-iron tempered glass that is 

2.5 to 3.5 mm thick and is built to withstand multiple field stressors. The glass used is 

highly transparent for efficient light transmission for better performance. An ARC coating 

on the rear of the glass is also used to enhance light transmission. The front glass shields 

the PV cells from hail and extreme weather conditions. According to the International 

Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standard, the PV modules must resist an impact from 

hail stones with a diameter of 1 inch flying up to 60 mph. Tempered glass is also 

significantly safer than regular glass in the case of an accident since it shatters into small 

fragments instead of razor-sharp pieces [14].  

 

Encapsulant: The encapsulant is a precisely engineered polymer, a highly transparent 

covering used to enclose and hold cells during manufacturing. The encapsulant material 

must be exceptionally robust and resistant to severe temperatures and humidity, and it 

contributes significantly to the long-term performance by avoiding moisture ingress in PV 
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modules. The encapsulant is placed on both sides of the cells, absorbs stresses, and protects 

the cells and connected wires from vibrations and immediate impact. The cells are initially 

encased with encapsulant before being integrated into the superstrate and substrate during 

production. The most popular and widely used encapsulant is ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA). 

Some newer and much better encapsulants, such as Polyolefin Elastomer (POE), are also 

entering the market but are still not widely used due to higher costs [14].  

 

Substrate: The substrate is the layer at the rear of a PV module that serves as a moisture 

barrier and exterior skin to offer mechanical and electrical insulation. In traditional 

modules, the substrate is usually a backsheet material composed of several polymer 

materials that give the module protection, thermal stability, and ultra-violet (UV) 

resistance. In conventional mono-facial modules, the backsheet layer is usually opaque and 

either white or black. But with the advent of bifacial modules, which can produce power 

from both front and rear transparent backsheets are also being used. Furthermore, bifacial 

modules (also some mono-facial frameless modules) sometimes employ a glass material 

as the substrate instead of a polymer backsheet. The polymer backsheet and rear glass have 

pros and cons as the substrate, which is discussed more deeply in the literature review 

section [14].  

 

Frame: The module frame is usually made of anodized Aluminum (Al) and plays a crucial 

role in preserving the edge of the laminate. Edge sealants are also placed under the frame 

lining to prevent moisture ingress at the edge of PV modules. The frame provides a sturdy 

mounting structure for the PV modules and is meant to be lightweight, rigid, and capable 
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of handling various mechanical stressors. Depending on the manufacturer, the frame can 

be silver or black, and the corner portions can be screwed, pressed, or clamped together to 

provide varying levels of strength and rigidity. Most modules are built with a frame, but 

there are also some constructions where a frame is not used, typically bifacial and glass-

glass modules [14].  

 

Junction Box and Module Connectors: The junction box is on the back of a PV module. It 

is designed to be weatherproof as it houses the cell interconnect sets and the bypass diodes 

(to prevent reverse currents). The junction box is also needed to secure the wires to connect 

the PV modules in strings. Multi-contact, 4 mm (MC4) connectors are used for module 

interconnection. These weatherproof connectors maintain an excellent electrical 

connection between modules with minimum resistance, as absolute PV system voltages 

can be as high as 1500 V [14].  
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Fig. 4. Structure of a typical PV module [15] 
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Fig. 5. Structure of a bifacial PV module. The substrate can be TBS, and the module can 

be frameless, too [16] 

 

1.3 PV Module Degradation and Reliability  

PV modules are subjected to numerous internal and external stressors that impact 

their performance and reliability during field operations [17] . Internal stressors are usually 

caused by the composition of the PV modules and processing-related impacts, such as poor 

module manufacturing techniques and incompatibility in the bill of materials (BOM). 

External stressors are mainly due to ambient conditions, including irradiance (UVA and 

UVB components), temperature, moisture/ humidity, mechanical loads, soiling, voltage, 

and harmful chemicals/ pollutants [18], [19]. These internal and external stressors can lead 

to module degradation and failure. These can be divided into three main classifications: 

Infant-failure, midlife failure, and wear-out-failure. Infant failures mainly occur due to 
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faulty PV modules. Midlife failures primarily include interconnect issues, glass breakage, 

junction box failure, cell issues, encapsulant, and backsheet failure. Wear-out-failures 

appear at the end of the module's life and typically include delamination, cell cracks, and 

encapsulant discoloration [20]. Fig. 6 shows the typical failure modes for PV modules. 

 

Fig. 6. Three typical failure scenarios for wafer-based c-Si photovoltaic modules [20] 

 

As per the National Renewable Energy Lab (NREL) database, the most common 

degradation modes in PV modules over the previous decade include hotspots (33%), ribbon 

discoloration (20%), glass breakage (12%), encapsulant discoloration (10%), cell breakage 

(9%) and PID (8%) [21]. 

 

Hotspots: Hot spots are regions of a PV module with high temperatures that may damage 

the cells or other components of the module [22], [23]. Hot spots can be caused by cellular 

obstructions, including cell shadowing, mismatched cells, and interrupted cell connections 

[24]. If the cell is under such conditions, the voltage can reverse, becoming equal and 

opposite to the other cells connected in series. Consequently, the defective solar cell puts 
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unnecessary strain on the remaining cells in series resulting in high heat-dissipation sites, 

which lead to the formation of hot spots [21], [25].  

 

Corrosion and Ribbon/Encapsulant Discoloration: One of the most prevalent issues in the 

field and the cause of ribbon discoloration is the corrosion of PV modules [26]. Corrosion 

processes are usually linked to other deterioration processes [27]. Therefore, it is difficult 

to identify the origin of a module's corrosion. Corrosion occurs in the presence of an 

electrolyte, oxidizing agent, and metal [28]. Any PV module component that starts to 

deteriorate has a higher chance of corroding, which allows water and oxygen to enter the 

module. Mainly, corrosion is significantly influenced by the degradation of the backsheet 

and encapsulant [29]. When the PV module operates in environments with high UV, 

temperature, and humidity, EVA (the most widely used encapsulant) degrades, forming 

acetic acid, which speeds up metal corrosion. Metals with lower oxidation potential corrode 

at higher rates. Due to contact with water, the solder joint edges on the front of the cell start 

to corrode. The corrosion process then gradually moves toward the center, which causes 

the silver (Ag)-solder contact to deteriorate, raising the series resistance [30]. On the rear 

of the cell, corrosion can cause the Al-solder bond degradation. Subsequently, other metals 

also start corroding as the corrosion process continues.  

Due to the formation of acetic acid under the conditions mentioned above, the color 

of EVA also changes to yellow or brown; this causes encapsulant discoloration, which can 

lead to a reduction in photons that can reach the cell, thus reducing module power [31].  
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Delamination: PV module delamination can occur due to adhesion loss between the cell 

and encapsulant. In environments with high temperatures and humidity, moisture ingress 

can lead to a loss in the encapsulant's adhesive bonds, promoting delamination [32].   

 

Cell and Module Breakage: PV module and cell breakage usually occur during 

transportation, installation, or maintenance. Sometimes high winds or hail can also damage 

the modules. Damaged PV modules or cells can operate at lower efficiencies but are still a 

safety hazard due to electric shocks. Also, breakage can increase moisture penetration, 

leading to other degradation processes within the module and cell [21].   

 To lower the LCOE of solar energy, the performance and lifetime of PV modules 

must be improved, and they should have high reliability. Therefore, it is necessary to study 

the reliability of PV modules as multiple degradation processes are occurring in the field, 

as mentioned above. Although, it is challenging for the industry to monitor degradation in 

the field throughout the module lifetime (25+ years) to improve module reliability. 

Therefore, PV modules are stressed using accelerated testing methods to determine the 

degradation and failure modes so that new developments to improve module performance 

and reliability can be done as fast as possible [33]. Usually, various pre-and post-

characterization tests are done throughout the accelerated stress testing to determine which 

module parameters are most affected. These outcomes then help in enhancing PV module 

durability and reliability. Generally, IEC 61215 and other IEC standards are used in 

accelerated stress testing [21].  
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1.4 Motivation and Outline 

Numerous PV reliability issues have been discussed in the section above. Many of 

these have been researched and substantially reduced. PID is a relatively new reliability 

problem observed in 2005, and it can cause a reduction in the module power output of more 

than 40% in a relatively short time frame [34], [35]. Consequently, PID can be a massive 

problem for the PV industry and manufacturers as PV has grown exponentially in the past 

decade, as indicated in Fig.1 to 3. Furthermore, the problem is more prevalent in c-Si PV 

modules. As they currently dominate the PV market, it becomes imperative to understand 

and reduce the PID issue in new and already installed PV modules. Hence, it is essential to 

comprehend the impact of PID in PV modules due to the influence of different PV 

components to facilitate better designs to tackle the PID issue. Therefore, this work aims 

to understand the influence of PID due to PV superstrate, encapsulant, and substrate in c-

Si PV modules. The study also aims to provide post-manufacturing PID recovery and 

prevention methods and explain and understand varying PID mechanisms. The main 

problems that this work aims to address are discussed below:  

➢ Study based on one-cell modules 

• What is the impact of PID due to different backsheet structures 

(substrates) in a PV module, and what type of PID mechanisms can 

occur? 

• How do different encapsulant types affect PID, and what is the best 

combination for the backsheet and encapsulant to overcome or reduce 

PID? 
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• Can the use of an Anti-soiling (AS) coating on the front glass help in 

preventing PID? 

➢ Study based on DH-stressed GB and GG modules  

• How do traditional GB and emerging GG/ bifacial modules behave 

when subjected to PID with reduced interface-adhesion strengths due to 

accelerated DH stress? 

• What are the different PID mechanisms that can occur in different 

polarities in both GB and GG modules? 

➢ Study based on fresh bifacial modules 

• What is the susceptibility of PID in different configurations of the newly 

emerging bifacial modules, i.e., glass-transparent backsheet (G-TBS), 

GG-framed, and GG-frameless modules? 

• What is the impact of PID, and what PID processes can occur on the 

rear and front of these new bifacial technologies under both negative 

and positive bias? 

• What recovery mechanism can be used to reduce the impact of PID in 

these bifacial modules?  

The rest of the dissertation is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 details a 

literature review on PID and its impact on PV modules. Chapter 3 discusses the 

methodology for this study's experimental work. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the 

results obtained from the experiments in chapter 3. Chapter 5 presents the conclusions of 

the study with relevant future perspectives. The figure below shows the outline of the work. 
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Fig. 7. Outline for the PID studies 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

For c-Si and thin-film modules, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) initially 

reported PID in 1985 [36]. Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), NREL, and BP Solar also 

looked at the possible dangers of high system voltage stress on different PV modules in the 

early 2000s [37]. In 2005 PID was observed for the first time in the field-operated PV 

modules (rear-junction n-type c-Si) made by SunPower in an outdoor test array in Germany 

[38]. The process was also observed in Evergreen's modules in 2008 [39]. In 2010 Pingel 

et al. devised the term PID to describe these processes [40].   

There are multiple issues on PID that researchers must address. Several factors can 

impact PID, like the ARC on the cell, encapsulant in the module, backsheet type, front or 

rear glass, framed or frameless construction, and grounding configuration. Moreover, 

ambient conditions such as light, humidity, temperature, and dirt accumulation on the 

module can also play a role in influencing the PID mechanisms. The development of 

entirely PID-free PV modules has been hampered by the intricacy of PID and its poor 

understanding [41]. Consequently, this study aims to answer some of the questions relating 

to PID so that a better understanding can be obtained.  

2.1 PV System Configuration 

 PV modules are typically connected in series to ensure efficient system operation. 

Additionally, for safety purposes, the frames of PV modules are grounded. In large PV 

systems, arrays of PV modules are connected to inverters for converting DC to AC power 

to be exported to the grid. Previously, transformer-based inverters have been used, which 

need either negative or positive pole grounding for operation. Transformerless inverters 

are becoming more common in PV systems to reduce costs. Transformerless inverters 
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cannot be grounded, so the PV system has a floating potential. Based on the inverter used 

in the PV system, the PID process can occur when leakage currents flow from the module 

frame to the solar cells or the other way around as per the module's bias and location in the 

string. Since the absolute voltage of PV systems is expected to increase (from 1000V to 

1500V) to reduce expenses, the PID problem can become more acute in the future [42]. PV 

system grounding is illustrated in Fig.8 below. It can be observed that in configurations a 

and b, the modules at the end are either under positive or negative bias. In contrast, in 

configuration c, there is a floating potential where half of the modules are under negative 

bias, and the other half are under positive bias [43].  

 

Fig. 8. PV system grounding: a. negative pole grounded; b. positive pole grounded, c. 

ungrounded floating potential [44]   
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2.2 Pathways for Leakage Current (LC) 

The system configuration (Fig. 8) used in a PV system determines the polarity/bias 

experienced by the modules. Moreover, the magnitude of the potential difference between 

the solar cell and the grounded module frame is determined by the module’s location in the 

string. The potential difference between the cell and frame leads to the development of an 

electric field. If the cells are negatively biased to the grounded frame, the direction of the 

electric field (positive charges flow in the same direction as the electric field) is towards 

the cell. In contrast, when the cells are positively biased to the grounded frame, the electric 

field is towards the frame. Since the superstrate, encapsulant, and substrate are not pure 

insulators, the build-up of an electric field can cause the flow of LC through the module, 

leading to the progression of PID. Fig. 9 shows a negatively biased cell's LC paths in a PV 

module. Each numbered path from 1 to 6 is detailed below [41]. The direction of the red 

arrows in Fig.9 would be reversed for a positively biased cell.  

 

Fig. 9. LC paths in a PV module for a negatively biased cell [41] 

1) The surface of the superstrate (front glass) and the bulk of the superstrate and 

encapsulant 

2) The bulk of superstrate and encapsulant 
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3) The boundary between superstrate and encapsulant and the bulk of encapsulant 

4) Majority of the encapsulant  

5) The boundary between the encapsulant and substrate (backsheet/TBS/glass) and the 

bulk of the encapsulant 

6) The surface of the substrate and the bulk of the substrate and encapsulant 

In the LC paths mentioned above, path number 1 is typically the most damaging for the 

module due to the increased conductivity of the superstrate/front glass in humid 

environments [45]. As the backsheet material (normal backsheet or TBS) has good 

insulation and electrical resistance [46], the LC path 6 is frequently overlooked. But if a 

backsheet has poor construction or very high-water uptake capacity, LC through path 6 

cannot be neglected. Moreover, backsheets can also degrade during field operation due to 

moisture ingress, increasing the LC through path 6 [47], [48]. Furthermore, if the substrate 

used in the module is glass, like in many new bifacial constructions, that can also 

significantly increase the LC through path 6 due to the increased conductivity of glass 

under humid conditions [49]. Although, if the GG module is, the frameless magnitude of 

LC can be reduced as they have metallic clamps for mounting instead of a full-frame [50]. 

There is no direct correlation between LC and PID [51]. One reason could be the 

simultaneously happening PID recovery and degradation process. It is also observed that 

the diffusion processes constrain the degradation, and the rate of PID does not change with 

the LC above a specific level of surface conductivity [52]. Along with moving from the 

front glass through the encapsulant to the dielectric layer, a part of the LC also moves from 

the glass to the metallic contacts and connecting ribbons of the cells, leading to PID on the 

cell. Furthermore, the characteristics such as conductivity and passivation of the SiNx ARC 
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and dielectric layers (AlOx and SiOx) can also influence the intensity and rate of PID. For 

instance, an increase in the conductivity of the ARC can allow more LC but exhibit reduced 

PID due to a decline in the Na+ transmission  [40]. Consequently, LC can act as an indicator 

for PID but not as a measure for PID [43]. 

2.3 Testing Methods for PID 

Indoor Testing at the Module Level: Indoor testing for PID was initially introduced by JPL 

[53]. Currently, two main methods exist for indoor PID testing of PV modules. Method 1 

utilizes an environmental chamber with DH conditions at a temperature of 60 °C ± 2 °C 

and relative humidity (RH) at 85 % ± 3 % for a duration of 96 h. Method 2 uses an Al foil 

on the surface of the PV module at a temperature of 25 °C ± 1 °C and RH of less than 60% 

for 168 h. In both cases, a potential difference, typically 1000 V (or 1500 V), is applied 

between the cell and the module frame or foil. The polarity can be negative or positive 

depending on the intended test, and LC is also monitored. Fig.10 shows a typical test setup.  

In method 1, the moisture forms a layer of water on the surface of the module, 

acting as a conducting film. Due to the uneven distribution of water vapors on the module, 

a non-uniform electric field is formed, which is more field-representative. In contrast, in 

method 2, the Al foil acts as a conducting layer that forms a uniform electric field; however, 

the Al foil method is cheaper owing to lower temperature and humidity requirements. 

Furthermore, both methods are carried out under dark conditions, which is not 

characteristic of field conditions. Since other factors can also influence PID in the field, 

control modules are usually used to better understand PID dynamics [54]. Both these 

methods have been set as per IEC testing standard 62804-1 “Photovoltaic (PV) modules - 

Test methods for the detection of potential-induced degradation - Part 1: Crystalline 
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silicon” [55]. The conditions in the standard are set so that outdoor environmental 

conditions are closely matched [56]. But occasionally, the temperature, humidity, dwell 

time, and voltage conditions for both methods, as set in the IEC standard, are changed 

depending on the test's purpose [57].  

 

Fig. 10. PID testing setup [57] 

Some new IEC standards are also established mainly for bifacial PV modules to 

understand the influence of light on the module rear in recovering specific PID processes 

[40], [58]. Consequently, the DH test at 85 °C, 85 % RH for 96 h with voltage bias from 

IEC 62804-1 was included in IEC 61215-2:2021 “Terrestrial photovoltaic (PV) modules – 

Design qualification and type approval – Part 2: Test procedures” [59]. Moreover, IEC 

61215-1-1 "Terrestrial photovoltaic (PV) modules - Design qualification and type approval 

- Part 1-1: Special requirements for testing of crystalline silicon photovoltaic (PV) 

modules" [60] includes recovery of the rear side of bifacial modules by exposing them to 

an irradiance of 2 kWh/m2. The testing is mainly intended for PID-shunting (PID-s) and 
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does not focus on PID-polarization (PID-p). Moreover, other critiques include that the rear 

side of bifacial modules experiences low irradiance in the field.  Furthermore, PID-p 

mechanisms can occur on either side of the module; hence, light recovery should be done 

on both sides.  

A new method for PID testing under light conditions was done using a grounded 

electrolytic jell on the module surface for humidity/moisture. The jell was covered by a 

thin transparent layer of Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) for UV transmission and 

prevention of jell evaporation as module temperature increases [61]. Another method uses 

a transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layer to provide surface conduction [62]. To 

incorporate new PID testing methods, a new version of IEC 62804-1 is underway [63]. 

Some other methods test modules in extended DH stress to reduce interface adhesion 

strengths. A potential difference is applied afterward to observe PID leading to corrosion 

and delamination [64].   

An alteration is done for bifacial PV modules only to understand PID dynamics on 

one side using the Al foil method. Both sides are covered with the Al foil, with the stressed 

side at an opposite potential to the cell and the non-stressed side at the same potential as 

the cell, avoiding unnecessary stress at the non-stressed side [65], [66]. Fig. 11 shows the 

test setup.  
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Fig. 11. PID test setup for stressing one side of a bifacial module. Here front side is under 

stress, and the rear side is at the same potential as the cell [66] 

 

Indoor Testing at the Cell Level: The corona discharge technique has been used for PID 

analysis at the cell level for non-encapsulated cells [67]. The method uses the tip of a thin 

wire under a high voltage to produce positive ions to be deposited on the cell's surface. 

However, this method does not produce reliable results as it can change the characteristics 

of the ARC. Consequently, new techniques have been established to pack the cell between 

encapsulant and glass to mimic a laminated module [68]. This method has grown popular 

[69] and provides better results that are comparable to module-level PID analysis [70]. 

 

Outdoor Testing: Modules in the field are affected by various factors (rain, soiling, heat, 

irradiance, etc.) simultaneously and can be hard to emulate during indoor tests. 

Furthermore, the PID stress is not continuous in outdoor conditions compared to indoor 

testing methods. Therefore, field testing of PV modules is essential to fully understand 

PID. However, as numerous variables are at play in outdoor conditions, evaluating PID 

data when using outdoor tests can be challenging. In this regard, indoor tests are ideal as 

the effect of each variable can be studied easily [71].    
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 Typically, PV modules are connected to a load or a power optimizer unit for 

outdoor testing, and one terminal is supplied with the system voltage. LC is also measured, 

and a reliable mounting configuration is used to prevent unnecessary LC paths. Generally, 

IV curves are used to monitor the system using multi-curve IV tracers. Control modules 

under unbiased conditions are also used throughout testing to isolate the effect of other 

variables [72].  

 

Characterization techniques: Primarily the following characterizations are used to 

understand the module-level PID. These include IV curve analysis, Electroluminescence 

(EL), Photoluminescence (PL), Dark IV (DIV), UV fluorescence (UVF) imaging, infrared 

(IR) imaging, reflectance spectrophotometry, external quantum efficiency (EQE) and 

internal quantum efficiency (IQE). To understand PID at the cell level, coring techniques 

are used [73] to isolate module components. Techniques such as thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA), differential scanning calorimeter (DSC), Raman spectroscopy, Fourier 

transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM), X-ray diffraction (XRD), energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDX), secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) and electrochemical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) are used to understand the physical, structural and chemical 

properties of the isolated components like cell and encapsulant [74]. Recently, EIS has 

been utilized to comprehend various PID mechanisms and understand degradation in 

electrical parameters in PID-affected cells [75]. For example, the Nyquist plot obtained 

using EIS shows a decline in shunt resistance (RSH) due to cell cracking, but if the cell is 

affected by PID, the plot shows a reduction in both RSH and capacitance [76]. Since non-
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uniformity can also be measured using this technique, researchers can differentiate between 

PID-s and PID-p [43]. 

2.4 PID mechanisms 

Various PID mechanisms can occur in PV modules, and different module 

technologies can have varying PID processes. Even the same type of modules can have 

different degradation modes due to PID when the stress conditions are changed [41]. This 

section discusses the main c-Si cell structures, and then the impact of PID on these different 

module technologies is explained.  

Cell Technologies: Initially, the market for c-Si solar cells used in PV modules was 

dominated by mono facial aluminum back surface field (Al-BSF) cells. But with the advent 

of bifacial cells and enhancements in the cell structure, newer technologies like passivated 

emitter rear contact (PERC) are now leading in the PV industry [77]. PERC cells were 

initially marketed as mono-facial cells but are currently manufactured as bifacial cells. 

Bifacial cells can collect photons at the front side and have a metallization structure at the 

rear, allowing photons to be absorbed at the backside. In contrast, mono-facial cells only 

allow light to be absorbed at the cell front and have a full rear metallization. Many other 

cell technologies have also been developed. They are usually marketed as bifacial cells 

such as passivated emitter rear totally diffused (PERT), passivated emitter rear locally 

diffused (PERL), tunnel oxide passivated contact (TOPCON), interdigitated back contact 

(IBC) and heterojunction (HJT). Fig. 12 shows the market share for different c-Si cell 

technologies, and Fig. 13 shows the market share for mono-facial and bifacial cells used in 

PV modules.  
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Fig. 12. Market share for different cell technologies. PERC is most dominant among 

yellow highlighted (PERC/PERL/PERT/TOPCON) technologies with an 80% share [77], 

[78] 

 
Fig. 13. Market share for mono-facial and bifacial cells used in mono-facial and bifacial 

PV modules [77] 
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The cell architectures for the leading technologies, as indicated above, are shown 

below in Fig. 14 and 15. 

 

Fig. 14 Monofacial Al-BSF and PERC cell [79] 

 

Fig. 15. Bifacial PERC and PERT cell [80], [81] 

There are three main PID mechanisms PID-s, PID-p, and PID-corrosion (PID-c). 

These are discussed below on the main PV cell technologies shown above. 
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Al-BSF/p-PERC n+ Front Side Negative Bias: Negatively biased Al-BSF or PERC (front) 

cells have been reported to undergo PID-s [57], [65]. Due to a negative voltage bias, the 

Sodium ions (Na+) in the front glass drift towards the dielectric; there, the Na+ can permeate 

the Si stack leading to stacking faults and shunting of the p-n junction [69]. PID-s leads to 

a drop in the module power (Pmax), fill factor (FF), RSH, and open circuit voltage (VOC). 

The second diode saturation current (J02) and the second diode ideality factor (n2) increase. 

The short circuit current (ISC) can also slightly degrade sometimes [82]. Shunting areas can 

appear as dark spots in the EL and PL images [83]. During EQE/IQE measurements, the 

reduction can be observed at short wavelengths or even for the full spectrum for severe 

PID-s [58]. Sometimes hotspots can also be observed during IR analysis [69], [84]. 

 Through an analysis based on STEM and EDX, Na atoms have been found in the 

stacking faults. Although glass is the major contributor to Na+, impurities on the cell's 

surface during production can also contribute to Na+. Free electrons reduce Na+ ions in the 

n+ emitter region and, therefore, cannot provide an opposite charge at the end of the 

dielectric layers, so the drift of Na+ persists. As shown in Fig. 14 (Bifacial PERC), if SiOx 

is present, lateral thermal diffusion of Na+ can occur, advancing them to the stacking faults. 

Once the Na atoms are in the stacking faults, their electronic composition changes, and an 

ohmic channel is formed in the middle of n+ and the p-doped region. As a result, the Si 

band gap has partially populated defect levels. Consequently, hopping conduction creates 

shunting channels across the p-n junction when the local defect level concentration is 

adequately high, affecting Rsh. Furthermore, in the depletion area, these defect levels 

provide new centers for Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination when the defect level 
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concentration is comparatively low. This results in an increase in J02 and n2 [69], [85], [86], 

[87]. 

 

Fig. 16. (A) Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of a stacking fault showing 

PID-s, (B to D) EDX image using scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM) 

for the same stacking fault near Si/SiNx interface [86] 
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Fig. 17. Suggested band diagram for a Na decorated stacking fault [86] 

 

Possibly dislocations serve as the defect nuclei for the stacking faults production 

because Na atoms increase the stress in their immediate environment, which causes the 

dislocations to split into partial dislocations and develop laterally. The two-dimensional 

stacking fault grows more via Na penetration between the partial dislocations. This aligns 

with density functional theory simulations, demonstrating that Na diffusion is not 

conducive to empty stacking faults but is significantly more convenient when stacking 

faults full of Na [88]. Si-Si bonds, therefore, lengthen across the stacking fault to handle 

the high Na content, which causes the stacking faults to extend. This is consistent with the 

Na-decorated stacking faults width found in [86] to be greater than intrinsic stacking faults 

width. Na+ can also infiltrate into microcracks, boosting recombination centers and 

shunting the p-n junction. The broader and deeper the microcrack, the stronger the PID 

effect [89]. 

 

Al-BSF/p-PERC n+ Front Side Positive Bias: After 14-day stress at 1000 V, 85°C, and RH 

less than 2%, one research has suggested a PID-p impact in cells that are positively biased 
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[90]. Due to a drop in ISC and VOC and a meager reduction in FF, the impact was attributed 

to PID-p. However, no process has been suggested. The effect is more noticeable when a 

SiNx/SiOx dielectric stack is employed instead of only a SiNx layer. Furthermore, for the 

modules with SiNx and SiNx/SiOx stacks, these drops saturate correspondingly after a day 

and after 20 minutes. The authors argue that the SiOx layer is crucial to the PID-p process 

by inhibiting the dissipation of accumulated negative charges.  

At positive bias, some corrosion mechanisms have also been reported. Following 

DH (85°C/85%RH) with applied bias +600 V, Hacke et al. found electrochemical corrosion 

of silver (Ag) gridlines of p-type c-Si modules [82], [91]. Busbars have been observed to 

have a dark tint, which is compatible with the production of Ag oxide. Another significant 

finding was the production of bubbles above the busbars [92]. Acetic acid production from 

the hydrolysis of the EVA at high temperatures is thought to cause bubble formation. 

Additionally, the acetic acid functions as a catalyst to quicken the corrosion reaction at the 

cell gridline surface by offering a mobile counter ion that allows corrosion byproducts to 

migrate. Under positive bias weathering, it is also possible to see thinning of the SixNy 

layer, with consequent color change and reduced operating cell current [82]. The alteration 

in the reflectance of the dielectric layer is what causes the color change [93]. Through 

changes in hydrogen concentration (chemical passivation) and positive dielectric fixed 

charge density (field-effect passivation), the reduction in layer thickness also impairs the 

efficiency of cell surface passivation [94]. According to Morita et al., the SixNy film is 

hydrolyzed by water at high temperatures into a type of hydrous silica and ammonia, which 

results in anisotropic silicon etching [95]. Such a condition worsens carrier recombination 

and interface flaws, significantly reducing module performance [96].  
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Studies by [97] on c-Si mini modules with poly EVA showed a considerable ISC 

loss when cells are under +1000 V stress because of EVA discoloration and delamination 

from enhanced chemical reactivity at the front-side EVA/cell metallization interface. At 

the Ag gridlines under hot and humid circumstances (85 °C, 85% RH), an electrochemical 

reaction can cause discoloration of the EVA encapsulant near the cell gridlines. The 

discoloration is attributable to the development of silver sulfide (Ag2S) or silver oxide 

(Ag2O) species at the EVA/Ag gridline interface, according to a chemical compositional 

study performed using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Both optical microscopy 

and XPS depth profiling showed the movement of Ag ions from the cell gridlines into the 

bulk of the EVA. However, the lack of the Ag signal at the EVA/glass contact suggests 

poor ionic transport across the encapsulant's nominal 0.45 mm thickness. By applying the 

elimination method, it is assumed that the sulfur in the samples examined here comes from 

the outside air and diffuses into the module through the porous polymer backsheet [97]. 

 

p-PERC p-type Rear Side Negative Bias: PID-p is seen on p-PERC modules at the p-type 

rear side under a negative bias. The reason is the build-up of positive charges in the 

dielectric layers, which raises the surface recombination velocity (SRV) of minority carrier 

electrons.  

Due to PID-p, a significant drop in ISC is observed, and the first diode saturation 

current (J01) and first diode ideality factor (n1) also increase. A reduction in Pmax and VOC 

is seen due to this. FF is relatively less impacted. Furthermore, these reductions in IV 

parameters become more significant at low irradiance due to injection-dependent rear SRV 

[66]. PID-p shows up as a uniform decrease in the image intensities taken using EL and 
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PL. EQE/IQE measurements show a reduction in the full spectrum. At the impacted side 

(rear), a peak at long wavelengths is observed, and for the non-impacted side (front), a 

reduction is seen at longer wavelengths [61], [65], [98].  

The rear side of p-PERC with a SiNx/AlOx dielectric stack was stressed by Luo et 

al. at -1000 V, 50°C, and 30% RH. The IV parameters are reduced during the first 40 hours 

of the stress. Though after that, the parameters begin to recover. The EQE spectra also 

support an increase in SRV on the backside. Fig. 18 and 19 show the change in IV 

parameters and EQE. The researchers give the following rationale. Holes are depleted at 

the AlOx/Si interface as positive charges move into the rear dielectric stack. As a result, 

SRV increases, and the I-V parameters are affected. The Si band bending increases as more 

positive charges move into the SiNx/AlOx stack until an inversion layer of electrons is 

formed along the rear p-type Si surface. Consequently, the majority-carrier holes are forced 

away from the rear surface lowering the SRV [66].  
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Fig. 18. Change in IV curves due to PID-p [66] 

 

Fig. 19. EQE analysis on the front (A) and rear (B) [66] 

 PID-s and PID-p are both recoverable, as discussed in the recovery section (2.6). 

PID-c, however, is not recoverable.  

PID-c, along with PID-p, has also been observed at the rear of p-PERC by Sporleder 

et al. [98], [99], [100], [101]. At stress for 24 hours at -1000 V, 85°C, and RH less than 
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2%, they notice a deterioration that cannot be solely attributed to the PID-p influence. 

Although the I-V parameters are affected similarly to PID-p, the damage is not recoverable, 

which is inconsistent with the PID-p mechanism. Moreover, SEM shows circular damage 

spots on the surface of the dielectric layers. In these holes, the SiNx/AlOx layers have been 

destroyed, as shown by TEM analysis based on focus ion beam. Consequently, leaving a 

heterogeneous SiO2 layer at the end. Fig. 20 shows the SEM and TEM images. The authors 

propose an electrochemical etching process (corrosion) at the Si/AlOx contact since this 

layer is too thick to be a native oxide [98], [99], [100], [101].  

 

Fig. 20. (a). SEM at the rear of p-PERC showing holes, (b). Magnified SEM of the hole, 

(c). TEM image showing missing SiNx/AlOx layers [100] 

  

The authors explain the following mechanism. Alkali metal ions, such as Na+, are 

driven through SiNx/AlOx layers and onto the Si/AlOx interface under a negative bias. They 

then spread in a circular pattern around the Si surface, overcompensating for the AlOx field-

effect passivation. As the Si surface gets increasingly cathodic, a lateral corrosive reaction 

forms a circular hole, the bottom of which is filled by a layer of SiO2. The AlOx layer or 

the manufacturing of c-Si wafers where oxygen enters the melt via the SiOx crucible and 

is integrated into the crystal during Si solidification are the most likely sources of oxygen 

for this mechanism. Gaseous hydrogen production and volume expansion of the produced 

SiO2 layer are likely to blame for the delamination of the SiNx/AlOx stack. This process 
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could be related to the SiNx corrosion that Hacke et al. observed on the front side of cells 

under 85°C, 85% RH [102], [103]. Additionally, during the early stages of PID-c, when 

the oxidation process has just begun, but the dielectric layers have not yet been pulled up, 

they are marked by dark patches on spatially resolved IQE [62] and laser beam-induced 

current (LBIC) studies. The enhanced SRV caused by the SiOx production at the Si/AlOx 

contact is indicated by these dark areas [98], [99], [100], [101]. However, considerable 

research is needed to understand this mechanism fully.  

Moreover, the authors also observed some degradation due to Na penetration (no 

name given for this process) due to samples recovering partly after some time and showing 

no signs of PID-c [99]. Due to partial recovery, the degradation cannot be attributed to 

PID-p, where a complete recovery is expected.  

 

p-PERC p-type Rear Side Positive Bias: Few studies describe the impact of positive bias 

on the rear of p-PERC. It is suggested that there is no impact under these conditions [66]. 

 

n-PERT p+ Front Side Negative Bias: Under negative bias, a build-up of positive charges 

in the front dielectric layers causes cells to undergo PID-p. A SiNx/AlOx layer or a 

SiOx/SiNx layer can passivate the front p+ emitter in n-PERT modules. Nevertheless, the 

SiNx/AlOx stack has superior passivation qualities and is more popular [104]. Although 

most of the research is focused on n-PERT with the front SiOx/SiNx layer, which indicates 

that for n-PERT modules with a front SiNx/AlOx layer, the PID process may differ from 

the explanation given here. Almost similar degradation in IV parameters is seen at the front 

n-PERT, as discussed previously on the rear of p-type PERC under a negative bias. 
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However, some changes are observed in EQE/IQE at shorter wavelengths as a reduction is 

seen at the stressed side (front), whereas a reduction in longer wavelengths is seen at the 

non-stressed side (rear) [70], [105], [106]. It is unclear where the accumulated positive 

charges come from, but some investigations have shown that Na+ ions are not always to 

blame. Yamaguchi et al. conducted experiments for a few seconds to several minutes (10 

minutes) at -1000 V, 85°C, RH less than 2% to study the early phases of PID on the front 

side of n-PERT modules with SiOx/SiNx layer [107], [108]. It is suggested that PID-p 

occurs during the first five seconds and then reaches saturation in the first minute. Increased 

SRV on the front side is another indicator in the EQE analysis. Fig. 21 and 22 show these 

results. 

 

Fig. 21. PID-p in n-PERT (front p+ emitter) modules [107] 
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Fig. 22. EQE analysis (a) before PID, (b) 5s, (c) 10s, (d) 20s, (e) 30, (f) 60, and (g) 120s 

after PID [107] 

  

Since the Na+ ion migration through a SiNx film would take considerable time, this 

rapid deterioration cannot be fully explained by their movement [109]. Additionally, Bae 

et al. showed PID-p regardless of the Na source after 48-hour stress at -1000 V and 60°C, 

and Hara et al. found no Na build-up at Si surface on PID-p damaged n-PERT modules 

[110], [111]. A mechanism using the K-centers in the SiNx ARC has been suggested by 

Yamaguchi et al. to account for the rapid PID-p. An electrically neutral, negative, or 

positive link between three N atoms and two Si atoms is a K-center (K0, K
-, or K+). The 

shift in charge states of the K-centers could cause the rapid PID-p.  

The net charge in the passivation layers changes to a higher positive value because 

of a positive charge injection, which causes K- and K0 to release electrons and transform 

into a K+ defect [112]. Then, at the Si surface, more minority-charge carrier electrons 

recombine. When all the K centers are positively charged, the saturation effect that has 

been seen could happen. However, the SRV governed by the recombination sites at the Si 
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dielectric interface may also be used to explain it [113]. Fig. 23 shows the K-center 

mechanism described by Yamaguchi et al.  

Although it provides a convincing justification for the speed of the PID-p process, 

it fails to explain where the positive charges collected on the SiNx surface come from. 

Yamaguchi et al. have carried out cyclic voltammetry and electron-spin resonance 

measurements on their samples to evaluate their K-center model [107]. In the insulator 

film, the saturation of Qf is comparable to Pmax saturation. Furthermore, the proposed 

model is supported by the saturation value of Qf (7 x 1012 cm-2), on par with the density of 

K0 centers 4 x 1012 cm-2. 

Following rapid PID-p, the researchers also carried out lengthier PID experiments 

at - 1000 V, 85°C, and RH less than 2% for 40 days with characterization every few 

seconds. They found additional mechanisms, i.e., PID-c and degradation due to Na 

penetration [114], [115]. Fig. 24 illustrates the three deterioration phases and how they 

affect the module parameters. 
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Fig. 23. PID-p process based on K-centers (a) Before PID, (b) and (c) During PID under 

a negative bias [107] 
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Fig. 24. Degradation in module parameters due to multiple PID processes [114] 

 

The rapid PID-p mentioned above is responsible for the initial degradation, which 

has a saturating effect on the IV parameters after the first minute. Na penetration is 

responsible for the second deterioration stage. It starts after an hour of stress and is 

distinguished by a FF drop and a rise in J02 and n2, indicating an impact in the space charge 

region (SCR). The deterioration is attributable to increased recombination in the SCR, not 

the p-n junction shunting because RSH is not considerably impacted. This can be due to Na 

atoms in the SCR causing the development of defect levels. Na would travel through the 

Si stacking faults from the front passivation layers to the p-n junction, quite away from the 

surface, and function as recombination centers. The ability of the internal electric field to 

deter Na+ can lead to no shunting [114]. More research is needed to support this concept, 
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as other researchers do not see any evidence of Na+ entry into the p+ emitter of n-PERT 

modules due to PID [116].  

Furthermore, theoretical considerations suggest that p-doped regions would not 

allow Na+ to travel via the stacking fault. The contact of the boron dopant with the Si 

stacking fault would be inadequate for the Si stacking fault energy to be sufficiently 

reduced for the Na+ ion to penetrate [117]. Additionally, Na+ cannot be reduced in p+ 

locations. The same researchers have further characterized the third decline due to PID-c 

occurring after 96 hours [118]. It is distinguished by a further decline in FF and Voc and 

increases in J02, n2, and 1000/RSH. The production of Na-based dome-shaped protuberances 

at the edges of the c-Si pyramid (Fig. 25) would be the primary factor in the partial 

breakdown of the SiNx layer. The most significant electric fields are found on top of 

pyramids, which may help explain why the Na protuberances appear, but how they develop 

is still unknown [115]. The higher 1000/RSH shows that the junction has been shunted, but 

PID-s is not likely to happen on a p+ emitter. Additionally, reverse bias dark I-V curves 

have a linear characteristic, which often denotes the introduction of numerous 

contaminants into the SCR. Since the cells used had non-passivated ends, Na+ impurities 

may enter the SCR area from the edges of the cells, which could account for the effect on 

RSH [119].  

The degradation process, as explained above, is not observed by other researchers, 

and various sources state a slower deterioration mechanism without saturation [119]. The 

reason could be the different characteristics of the n-PERT cell used in the experiments. 

Still, more work is needed to understand the processes involved fully.      
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Fig. 25. SEM and EDX images for front of the n-PERT cell after PID at -1000V, 85 °C 

and 480 hours [115] 

 

n-PERT p+ Front Side Positive Bias: No significant data is available to understand the 

mechanisms involved due to PID at the front of n-PERT under positive bias. Some authors 

have suggested no impact under these conditions [111]. 

 

n-PERT n+ Rear Side Negative Bias: Carolus et al. have studied the rear side on n-PERT 

cells at -1000V, 60 °C, and RH less than 60% for 721 hours. A reduction in IV and EQE 

is observed. However, the authors point out that the deterioration could be due to high 

temperature during the experiment instead of PID [120]. Yamaguchi et al. studied the PID 

influence on the front side of the n-type G-TBS bifacial module with a rear p+ emitter and 

a SiNx ARC on both sides (comparable to the rear of a GG n-PERT module) at -1000 V, 

85 °C, RH less than 2% for 24 hours [121].  

Findings demonstrate a substantial drop in Pmax, FF, and Voc, an increase in J01, 

and a minor decrease in ISC. The EQE spectrum is reduced at short wavelengths, indicating 

more significant n+ recombination. They propose a Na penetration as the source of the 
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observed impact since PID-p cannot occur on n-type materials under a negative bias. Na+ 

can travel from the glass to the n+ side, get reduced, and decorate the Si stacking faults. 

Na-decorated stacking faults may act as recombination centers since the junction is far 

away to be shunted. Na penetration from the non-passivated edges could be responsible for 

the drop in J02, RSH, and FF. After 30 to 60 minutes, IV parameters are severely saturated, 

but no reasoning is offered [121].  

 

n-PERT n+ Rear Side Positive Bias: On similar modules (G-TBS bifacial module with a 

rear p+ emitter and a SiNx ARC on both sides), Yamaguchi et al. executed PID under a 

positive bias. They noted a reduction in VOC and ISC, with EQE declining at shorter 

wavelengths [121]. Devoto et al. also observed similar results [122]. PID-p is offered as 

the plausible explanation for the degradation by both researchers, but no mechanisms have 

been explained. Still, considerable work is needed to understand the PID mechanisms at 

the n+ rear side of n-PERT under both biases. 

 Table 1 below summarizes the PID mechanisms and degradation modes in the cell 

technologies discussed above (Al-BSF, p-PERC, n-PERT). Details about other less-used 

technologies (p-PERL, n-TOPCON, n-IBC, n-HJT) are also summarized in the table. 

Furthermore, the main PID mechanisms PID-s, PID-p, and PID-c have been explained in 

detail above as per explanations given by different authors [43]. 

Table 1. PID mechanisms and degradation modes in different cell technologies [65], [66], 

[82], [91], [97], [90], [123], [98], [99], [119], [124], [122], [111], [125], [115], [121], [118], 

[126], [127] 

Technology Side Cell under negative bias Cell under positive bias 

Al-BSF Front PID-s PID-p, PID-c 

p-PERC Front PID-s PID-p, PID-c 
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Rear PID-p, PID-c, Na penetration No effect 

n-PERT Front PID-p, PID-c, Na penetration No effect 

Rear Na penetration PID-p 

p-PERL Front PID-s PID-p, PID-c 

Rear PID-p, PID-c, Na penetration No effect 

n-TOPCON Front PID-p, PID-c, Na penetration No effect 

Rear No effect No effect 

n-IBC Front Na penetration PID-p 

Rear PID-s PID-p 

n-HJT Front PID-c, Na penetration No effect 

Rear PID-c. Na penetration No effect 

 

2.5 PID Prevention (Effect of System Configuration and Module Construction) 

System Configuration: PV system configurations have been detailed in section 2.1. The 

LC increases as the potential difference between the cell and the frame (grounded) 

increases [128]. Therefore, as the absolute system voltage increases, PID can also be 

expected to increase. Moreover, modules at the end of the string experiencing a higher 

potential difference can rapidly undergo PID. Although, researchers have not discovered a 

linear dependence between Pmax degradation and the size of the system voltage [119]. 

 Methods for preventing PID at the system level include using micro-inverters or 

micro-optimizers that can enhance the voltage of every PV module independently. By 

reducing the voltage, modules susceptible to higher voltages might have a reduced risk of 

PID [41]. Unlike grounded PV systems, the voltage differential in the modules may be 
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reduced using ungrounded PV systems. Nevertheless, additional forms of PID can occur 

since half string is under a positive polarity and the other half is under negative polarity. 

By grounding the PV system's negative pole, any PID linked to Na+ ions may be inhibited. 

This technique adds a substantial expense since an offset box is required for ungrounded 

PV systems. Additionally, this method cannot control PID-p that manifests at both biases. 

 

Superstrate: Superstrate or front glass for PV modules has been detailed in section 1.2. 

Since soda lime glass is a major contributor to Na+ ions, disrupting the charge on the front 

glass or replacing it with any material that has no Na+ can significantly limit PID.  

Applying a Na+ barrier layer between the front glass and the encapsulant, such as a 

TiO2, can be a way to restrict PID-s; however, doing so often lowers the optical 

performance of the module [129]. Alternatives to soda-lime glass include borosilicate, 

aluminosilicate, quartz, and chemically toughened glass. These materials contain little or 

no Na [58]. The LC flowing into the module would be reduced since such glass materials 

have higher bulk resistivities, which could stop the PID mechanism [130]. Although, the 

use of these materials is rare due to the higher cost than conventional soda-lime glass. 

Another method to avoid PID-s is by obstructing the LC. Oh, et al. demonstrated this using 

a thin, flexible Corning Willow Glass sheet. The sheet can be used on the front glass of 

field functioning modules. Also, this glass is commercially available [131]. 

Encapsulant: EVA is the most widely used encapsulant. Fig. 26 shows the market share for 

some of the encapsulants. Table 2 shows the main properties of some of these encapsulants. 

Generally, for an encapsulant to perform better, it should have a low WVTR and high 

resistivity. The main reason for EVA being used by most manufacturers is the low cost and 
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an already developed supply chain, even though EVA has been shown to have reliability 

issues. POE is solving most of the issues EVA has but is not as widely used because of its 

high cost. Similarly, other encapsulants listed in Table 2 are expensive (apart from other 

issues), preventing their widespread use.  

 

Fig. 26. Market share for different encapsulants [77] 

Table 2. Encapsulants properties [132], [133], [134], [135], [136]  

Encapsulant WVTR (g.m-2.day-1) Resistivity (Ω.cm) 

EVA 5 – 34 1014 – 1015 

POE 0.89 – 3.30 1016 – 1017 

Thermoplastic Polyurethane (TPU) 12.84 2.7 x 1014  

Thermoplastic Polyolefin (TPO) 0.89 – 2.85 1014 – 1018 

Polyvinyl Butyral (PVB) 19.26 – 40.05 1010 – 1012 

Polydimethyl Silicone (PDMS) 10 – 200 1014 – 1015 

Ionomer 0.19 – 0.31 1016 

 

To curb PID, EVA can be replaced with any encapsulant with better properties like 

POE (lower WVTR and higher resistivity) [66]. One study tested various encapsulants 
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(using mini modules) against PID-s (at 85°C, 85% RH, -1000V, and 40h dwell time); these 

included 6 EVA, 1 POE, 1 PVB, 1 TPU, and 1 ionomer-based encapsulant materials. In 

POE and ionomer encapsulants, no PID was observed. PVB and TPU were heavily 

impacted by PID (low resistivity and high WVTR). Different EVA sheets showed variable 

PID based on their variable properties. In the field under high temperature and humidity, 

the properties of the encapsulant material can vary, and their performance can degrade over 

time [136]. However, one study has shown that even under extended DH stress POE still 

shows better resistance against PID than EVA [49].  

As explained earlier, EVA can degrade, forming acetic acid to speed up the PID 

process. POE, which exhibits stronger resistivities and improved chemical stability, is a 

strong contender to replace traditional EVA. One study experimented with 3 different POE 

encapsulants and observed no PID-s in contrast to conventional EVA. It is speculated that 

EVA's increased thermodynamic compatibility with highly polar ions like Na+ is due to the 

interaction of its polar functionality and acidic degradation products [137]. The effects of 

PID with EVA and different POE encapsulants on the front of n-PERT modules under a 

negative bias have been examined too. PID-p is recognized; however, POE dramatically 

diminishes the effect [113].  

Moreover, in p-PERC, PID-s and PID-p have been curbed using POE [138]. EVA 

with higher resistivity has also shown reduced PID-s susceptibility [50]. A combination of 

encapsulants like EVA-ionomer has also shown reduced PID impact and is less expensive 

[139].  

Substrate: Details for the substrate were given in section 1.2. However, GG and G-TBS 

constructions (mostly bifacial) were not discussed. They can significantly impact PID; 
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therefore, their detail is discussed here, along with PID prevention. Based on the 

installation location, G-TBS and GG constructions have advantages and disadvantages 

[140]. 

G-TBS Pros [50], [132], [140] 

• Weight is less than GG modules. 

• Transportation, handling, maintenance, and installation are easier. 

• More scalable as production is similar to mono-facial modules. 

• Mostly they are framed, which provides more support. 

• Field operating temperatures are lower than GG modules, so performance 

is better 

• Backsheet material has better electrical resistance. 

G-TBS Cons [133], [141], [142]  

• Backsheets can degrade due to moisture ingress over time. 

• Water penetration can lead to crack formation, delamination, and reduced 

electrical resistance. 

• Some materials can degrade under increased UV exposure. 

GG Pros [74], [143] 

• Framed GG construction is more robust than G-TBS, enabling them to 

tolerate severe environmental conditions and rough handling. 

• Less prone to moisture ingress given that the edge sealant is good.  

GG Cons [50], [144]  

• Frameless GG construction can break easily if not handled properly. 

• Weight is more than G-TBS construction. 
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• If the correct encapsulant is not used, GG modules can experience 

delamination and trap chemicals released by the encapsulant under stress 

(like EVA).  

• Running temperatures are high as compared to G-TBS construction, 

reducing performance. 

 

If the construction is based on a backsheet or TBS, the material must prevent 

moisture ingress at the substrate level to prevent PID. That can be achieved with a material 

composed of multiple layers with a lower water vapor transmission rate (WVTR) [145]. Al 

in the backsheet material has also been shown to reduce PID [146].  

In the case of GG modules, moisture ingress is not a big problem if the edge seal is 

good. However, moisture can penetrate if the edge seal weakens over time, and PID 

susceptibility can increase. Framed GG modules can show more PID degradation because 

of additional Na+ ions from the rear glass; however, frameless GG modules might be less 

prone to PID in the field since pathways for LC are lowered. In most studies, GG modules 

are more prone to PID than G-TBS modules [132], [147].  

 

Cell Level: To prevent Na+ ion, the SiNx is sufficient if there is zero potential difference, 

and the temperature is low. However, an extra dielectric layer is essential since PID 

processes are more effective at high temperatures and potential differences. Some studies 

have used SiNx/SiOx layers on p-PERC to curb PID-s [90]. Another team of researchers 

has used SiNx/SiOyNx layers to prevent PID by lowering charge trapping [148]. By 

reducing the voltage differential across the SiNx ARC, PID can be controlled. Therefore, 
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SiNx ARC with a higher refractive index may be utilized as more UV can be absorbed, 

enhancing the electrical conductivity of the SiNx layers [124]. One study confirms that 

SiNx ARC with higher refractive index exhibits can limit PID-s [40].  

A suitable compromise must be made to minimize PID without lowering the 

module output, as an increased SiNx refractive index also reduces optical performance 

[149]. Utilizing layers of SiNx is one way to get the advantages of a high refractive index 

without reducing optical performance. By using two layers of SiNx (instead of one with a 

refractive index of 1.97 and 70nm width), one with a refractive index of 1.97 (54nm top 

layer) and one with a refractive index of 2.44 (18nm layer), a reduced PID-p was seen on 

n-PERT cells (given that SiNx is not close to Si) [116]. Other researchers have also reported 

reduced PID activity when using multiple layers of SiNx with different refractive indexes 

(given that Si close to SiOx is thin to allow tunneling) [150]. 

The AlOx layer, which often replaces the SiOx layer on the front side of n-PERT 

cells, must be thin and electrically conductive to reduce PID-p. It also produces excellent 

results when more intricate dielectric layers are used. Using a SiOx layer between the AlOx 

and SiNx layers on the back of bifacial p-PERC considerably reduces PID-p [151]. The 

reason is the increased SiOx band gap (9.0 eV), leading to a larger breakdown voltage of 

the AlOx-SiOx-SiNx layers. A reduction in PID was also observed by adding a SiOxNy 

layer to the SiNx/SiOx and SiNx/AlOx layers on the front and rear of p-PERC cells. The 

reason is amplified field-effect passivation and SiOxNy layer shielding AlOx from corrosion 

[152].  

Some other measures can also be used to prevent or reduce PID at the cell level, 

like changing the doping level at the emitter. Employing an emitter sheet with a smaller 
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resistance PID-s was prevented in p-type cells. The reason is exceptionally elevated 

phosphorus concentration in the emitter leading to Na gettering [148]. Furthermore, in n-

PERT cells, changing the boron (emitter) doping and dielectric characteristics reduced 

PID-p, with a significant impact coming from the dielectric layers [153]. Another study 

uses n-PERT cells with surface-etched boron with high doping concentration to reduce the 

band bending effect and prevent PID-p [43], [150]. 

 

2.6 PID Recovery (Effect of System Configuration and Ambient Conditions) 

 

System Configuration: When the system voltage is off at night, PID-s and PID-p gradually 

recover [85]. Applying a reverse bias voltage can speed up the recovery process. The Na+ 

ion's capacity to diffuse back from the Si stacking fault due to a concentration gradient is 

mainly responsible for the recovery. Therefore, it has primarily been examined on the front 

side of PERC modules as a diffusion-driven process [154]. As affected locations recover 

at varying speeds, the module recovery is gradual due to varied Na concentrations in the 

stacking fault [155]. Consequently, when PID-s is more severe, the recovery process takes 

longer. Studies suggest that RSH recovers only by 50%. In contrast, Pmax can fully recover, 

showing that the residual Na atoms in the stacking fault, SiNx, or SiOx layers influence the 

PID-s affected modules [58]. Accordingly, both RSH and Pmax should be observed during 

the recovery process. Degradation due to Na-penetration can recover similarly as well. The 

de-trapping of accumulated positive or negative charges in the dielectric layers is the 

foundation of PID-p recovery. Recovery has been studied on p-PERC and n-PERT bifacial 

modules (both rear and front) [90]. Recovery can happen at night in the field, but the 
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process is gradual, and the IV data does not show full recovery. Furthermore, using a 

reverse bias is not a good option since more equipment might be needed and could result 

in other PID mechanisms.  

Temperature: An Arrhenius relationship with LC is observed for varying temperatures 

when the RH is fixed. Equation 1 shows the relationship between LC and temperature 

[156].  

𝐼 (𝑅𝐻, 𝑉, 𝑇) =  𝐼0 (𝑅𝐻, 𝑉)𝑒
−𝐸𝑎(𝑅𝐻)

𝑘𝐵𝑇            1 

Where I (RH, V, T) is LC, I0 (RH, V) is current at initial condition, Ea is the activation 

energy, kB is Boltzmann constant, and T is module temperature). The Ea is high for higher 

values of RH [45].  

Some researchers have used different contacting methods, i.e., only air and frame, 

Al foil on the surface, and DH at 85% RH to plot the LC as an inverse temperature function. 

An Arrhenius relationship with a similar Ea was attained, although crossing with the LC 

axis was not the same. Hence fground was added to explain the difference, as shown in 

equation 2 [157]. 

𝐼𝑚𝑜𝑑 (𝑅𝐻, 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓) =  𝐼𝑟𝑒𝑓(𝑅𝐻). 𝑓𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑. 𝑒
−𝐸𝑎(𝑅𝐻)

𝑘𝐵 . (
1

𝑇𝑚𝑜𝑑
−

1

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓
)           2 

 Due to an increase in temperature, the LC also increases. In contrast to the 

maximum power loss, the PID rate rises with temperature [123]. The mobility of Na+ ions 

is also increased at higher temperatures, which can accelerate PID-s and PID-c [101]. 

According to a study, temperature accelerates PID degradation rates more than voltage 

[119]. High temperatures may speed up the recovery process, although the amount of 
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recovery achieved is independent of temperature. Heat treatment in the field is also 

inappropriate and might strain the modules unnecessarily [40]. 

Humidity: Humidity is primarily responsible for controlling the amplitude of LC [57]. A 

relatively high conductive coating can form on the front glass under high humidity or wet 

environments, making LC the central leakage channel perpendicular to the front glass. LC 

can rise by two orders of magnitude during rain and increase due to morning dew 

condensation [72]. Despite the increased conductivity of glass and encapsulant materials 

at higher temperatures, the LC magnitude is lowered if the temperature rises for the 

remainder of the day and dries the module [45]. Increasing humidity can accelerate the 

speed of PID-s and Pmax loss because of moisture ingress through the substrate and 

encapsulant [52].  

Consequently, depending on the weather conditions, PID may emerge after a few 

years of operation. Modules in continually wet climates are anticipated to exhibit the 

highest LC and a more significant PID impact [158]. PID is shown to accelerate when a 

preceding DH stress is conducted because of a greater electric field and LC from the 

decreased bulk resistivity of the encapsulant due to moisture ingress [159]. Additionally, 

acetic acid can evolve from EVA when moisture enters the system, which leads to 

corrosion between the Ag fingers and the Si emitter layer. No significant rise in LC is seen 

when the length of the DH stress is more than 3000 hours at 85°C and 85% RH, although 

the PID process can significantly increase. One reason for this can be that compared to the 

original condition when all the electrodes in the cell are corrosion-free, a minute electric 

field is developed around the corroded electrodes. Similar studies on n-HJT modules 

showed that PID accelerated because of a more significant decrease in TCO layers (PID-
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c). While G-BS modules exhibit deterioration because of moisture ingress leading to PID. 

Some studies have found no moisture ingress in GG HJT modules. In general, PID 

susceptibility over time is significantly influenced by the permeability of the TBS material 

in bifacial G-TBS bifacial modules [146]. 

The front glass surface conductivity is minimal in dry circumstances, and LC is 

observed only near the module edges [160]. The main contributors to LC are surface and 

bulk glass conductivities and the conductivity at the encapsulant-glass contact [45]. Some 

researchers have established a correlation between the LC and humidity by considering the 

difference between ambient and module humidity. For different RH, the development of 

LC over time follows a sigmoidal Boltzmann function and reaches saturation within a few 

days. A generic model for the LC is also developed based on these results [72]. 

Soiling: For RH levels over 55%, a dirty surface exhibits lower glass resistance than a clean 

surface. Due to reduced resistance, LC can flow, and PID can occur [72]. Moreover, PID-

s accelerates close to the module edges, where dirt can collect easily [161]. A study also 

shows that different kinds of soil influence the resistivity of the glass sheet at different 

degrees of humidity [162]. Another study demonstrates that the LC increases as dust 

accumulates until reaching a maximum value. The LC then progressively diminishes 

because the ions in the dust dissolve slowly in the water layer [163].  

Light: Contingent on the light intensity and the module's PID sensitivity, concurrent 

lighting during PID stress can delay or prevent PID-s [164]. Additionally, more 

degradation due to PID-s has been documented in PV modules with shading [165]. The 

SiNx layer's capacity to absorb light raises its conductivity, which causes light to impact 

PID-s. Due to a reduction in the voltage difference in the SiNx layer during the PID stress, 
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the drift of Na+ is minimized, which reduces PID-s [41]. Additionally, the Na+ ions might 

be neutralized by the photogenerated electrons in the SiNx layer. PID-s can also be delayed 

or suppressed by a UV component below 400 nm because SiNx layers typically absorb light 

in the 300–390 nm region. Furthermore, SiNx layers with a higher refractive index have 

superior absorption qualities and may be less affected by PID-s [166]. 

In contrast, light may or may not affect PID-p during stress testing. A study exposed 

n-PERT and p-PERC modules to a 24-hour PID stress under a range of irradiance levels 

from 0, 250, to 800 Wm-2. The study suggested that light does not affect PID-p on the front 

side of n-PERT modules with a SiNx/SiOx passivation layer, but it prevents PID-p on the 

rear side of p-PERC modules with a SiNx/AlOx passivation stack. Moreover, it is seen that 

PID-p on the rear of p-PERC can be averted by a low irradiance of 10 Wm-2 [61]. 

Furthermore, for p-PERC modules made using a different manufacturing technique, a 

variable level of PID-p prevention under light is observed [98]. However, it is unclear how 

light affects PID-p. Although the SiNx layers increased conductivity under illumination 

plays a role, it is also essential to consider the characteristics of the dielectric layer in 

contact with the Si surface.  

The total voltage is the sum of the potential drops at each layer (glass-

encapsulation-passivation layers etc.), which are proportional to the individual resistances. 

Hence, even though the voltage difference in the SiNx layer drops under illumination, the 

potential difference in the AlOx layer grows [62]. Furthermore, if the electrical resistance 

of the dielectric layer between the SiNx layer and the Si surface is low, the charges can 

dissipate. In that case, it may be postulated that illumination prohibits PID-p. Another study 

suggests that to avoid PID-p on the rear of p-PERC modules, the electrical resistances of 
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SiNx and AlOx layers must be the same under illumination [98]. The elevated resistance of 

the SiOx layer can be why light on the front side of n-PERT modules with a SiNx/SiOx 

passivation layer does not affect PID-p. Time-resolved PID experiments on p-PERC 

modules with an AlOx/SiNx passivation layer have been performed at -1000 V, 50°C, RH 

less than 2%, and 30 minutes with concurrent rear illumination [167]. The IV and IQE 

show degradation because of PID-p during the first five minutes. A drop in ISC is observed, 

which recovers completely after reaching maximum degradation in most instances.  

As explained by Sporleder et al., the SiNx K-centers are suggested to have a role in 

the process [167]. Three states are observed., initial state A, degraded state B, and 

regenerated state C. The SiNx K-centers charge states are dispersed randomly in state A, 

and the AlOx layer is negatively charged. By repelling electrons, it restricts the SRV at the 

p-type Si. The positive charge in the SiNx layer increases as the PID stress continues 

because of the release of electrons and the conversion of K and K0 into K+. When there are 

enough positive charges in the SiNx layer, the field effect passivation of the AlOx layer is 

decreased. When all K-centers are positively charged, the SRV reaches a saturation point 

if the PID stress is maintained, i.e., state C. Inversion happens at the Si surface if there are 

more K centers than fixed negative charges in the AlOx layer. Once Na+ ions have enough 

time to drift through the SiNx layer, it cannot be ruled out that they can also be linked to 

the depolarization of the passivation layer. The only difference between this behavior and 

that seen in the dark is that the light can speed up the process [66]. 

Additionally, by de-trapping stored charges at the Si surface, light can recover PID-p. A 

complete or partial recovery effect has been documented under illumination in p-PERC 

cells with rear SiNx/AlOx passivation stack impacted by PID-p. However, the recovery 
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behavior of p-PERC modules can differ based on the manufacturer [62]. After 5 hours of 

exposure to sunlight, a complete recovery of PID-p was observed on the front of n-PERT 

and TOPCON modules with a SiNx/AlOx passivation layer [127]. However, bifacial n-

PERT cells with a front SiNx/SiOx stack were unaffected under illumination [61]. It can be 

assumed that the module may have a minimal PID-p effect in the field if the characteristics 

of the dielectric permit PID-p light recovery faster than PID-p deterioration. Moreover, a 

high irradiance must be reflected on the module rear for the PID-p recovery. Consequently, 

the amount of irradiance that can reach the module rear depends on the mounting 

arrangement. Furthermore, surface albedo can also influence rear-side recovery as it can 

range from 16% (concrete) to 90% (snow) [43], [147]. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Impact of PID due to Backsheet, Encapsulant, and AS coating (One Cell Modules) 

Synopsis: PID-s can reduce the performance of PV modules in the field. The majority of 

PID studies are focused on preventing PID by altering the glass, cell, or encapsulant in PV 

modules. The impact of backsheet type on PID-s hasn't received much attention in research. 

Since the backsheet type affects the rate of water vapor transfer, this significantly impacts 

the conductivity of the encapsulant and, in turn, the amount of voltage drop in the 

encapsulant layer during the PID stress. Lower voltage drops in the encapsulant and severe 

PID are associated with higher encapsulant conductivity. Hence, this study uses different 

backsheet and encapsulant materials to understand the impact of PID due to these 

components. Moreover, a method for preventing PID using an AS coating on the front glass 

is also explored.    

Experimental Setup: This investigation included a total of seven identical one-cell 

modules. The effects of the various backsheets were examined in five of them. A single 

module with a different encapsulant was employed to investigate the impact of the 

encapsulant on the backsheet because of PID. One module was used to explore the impact 

of using AS coating on the front glass. The glass, encapsulant, cell, encapsulant, and 

backsheet comprise the structure of single-cell modules, like commercial modules, with 

alterations made for the necessary testing in the backsheet and encapsulant. Low iron, 203 

x 280 x 3.2 mm solar glass was used. An aluminum BSF solar cell with a 156mm x 156mm 

p-base monocrystalline silicon substrate was utilized. Using a semiautomatic tabbing 

machine, a 60-Sn/40-Pb tabbing ribbon was soldered onto the busbars of the cells to form 

the connections. A 150 °C temperature was applied for lamination. At the cell's back, 
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silicone PV-804 sealant was used to attach single-pole junction boxes [168]. 3M aluminum 

tape was utilized to cover the sides of the one-cell modules to imitate a frame for PID 

testing. The figure below shows the one-cell modules used in the study.  

 

Fig. 27. Module construction used in the study 

This investigation employed various backsheets from five manufacturers—namely, 

Backsheet-1 (BS-1), BS-2, BS-3, BS-4, and BS-5. With a thickness of 0.34mm, BS-1 is a 

standard Tedlar/polyvinyl fluoride (PVF)-polyethylene terephthalate (PET)-Tedlar/PVF 

(TPT) backsheet. Polyvinylidene Difluoride (PVDF), adhesive, PET, and Florine film (a 

patented substance) make up BS-2 with a thickness of 0.32mm. BS-3 has a 0.39mm 

thickness and comprises Polyamide (PA), Aluminum, PET, and PA. The thickness of BS-

4 is 0.31 mm and is composed of ethylene chlorotrifluoroethylene (ECTFE)-an adhesive-

and-PET-an adhesive. BS-5 comprises PVDF-an adhesive-PET-an adhesive with 0.32 mm 

total thickness. All five backsheet structures are shown in the figure below. 
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Fig. 28. Cross-section of the backsheets used in this study. (a) BS-1 (TPT). (b) BS-2. (c) 

BS-3. (d) BS-4. (e) BS-5. 

Six modules have EVA as the encapsulant with a thickness of 0.46mm. One module 

has POE as the encapsulant with a similar thickness as EVA to understand the impact of a 

different encapsulant relative to the backsheet. Furthermore, one module was coated with 
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the AS coating on the front glass to study its impact on PID. The table below reviews the 

details mentioned above.  

Table 3. Testing configuration for the one-cell modules 

One-cell modules  Backsheet type Encapsulant Type AS coating  

Module-1/ M-1 BS-1 EVA No 

Module-2/ M-2 BS-2 EVA No 

Module-3/ M-3 BS-3 EVA No 

Module-4/ M-4 BS-4 EVA No 

Module-5/ M-5 BS-5 EVA No 

Module-6/ M-6 BS-4 POE No 

Module-7/ M-7 BS-3 EVA Yes 

  

 Pre and post-characterization tests were done to determine the change in 

performance parameters for all the modules. These tests included: Indoor light IV utilizing 

a solar cell IV tracer with a short arc xenon lamp at STC for determining IV parameters, 

EL through an EL camera at 100% and 10% ISC at a 30s exposure for EL images analysis, 

and dark IV for determining RSH and RS. Following IEC standard 62804-1, the modules 

were put for PID stress in an indoor environmental chamber at -1000 V, 85°C, and 85% 

RH. By shorting the module connections, a negative voltage was sent to each one-cell 

module’s cell, while a positive voltage was delivered to the faux metal frame that covered 

the sides. Using a Keithley datalogger, the LC was also monitored during the experiment. 

The modules did not significantly degrade during the first 96 hours of the PID stress (round 

1). To determine how PID impacted all the modules, the single-cell modules were put to 

round 2 of PID stress in the environmental chamber for 192 hours, totaling 288 hours of 

PID stress. The test method's general layout is shown in Fig. 29, and the chamber setup is 

shown in Fig. 30.  
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Fig. 29. Testing method for the one-cell modules 

 
Fig. 30. Test layout for PID in the environmental chamber 
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3.2 Impact of PID on DH-stressed GG and GB modules (Commercial Modules) 

Synopsis: The GB PV module has long been the industry standard, but the GG module is 

gradually gaining ground. PV modules in hot, humid areas with high string voltages are 

susceptible to degeneration due to PID. As per the literature, PID has only been researched 

thus far on brand-new modules with high interfacial adhesion. After a few years in the 

field, the PV modules exhibit poor interfacial adhesion. Evaluation of PV modules with 

poor interfaces is thus crucial. In this study, GG and GB PV modules are exposed to 

DH2000 at 85°C and 85% RH in an environmental chamber to understand the susceptibility 

to PID due to reduced interfacial adhesion strength. This approach is more field-

representative. However, it must be understood that this study's purpose is not to compare 

GG and GB modules.   

Experimental Setup: Two identical GB modules from Company A and two identical GG 

modules from Company B were employed for this study. The GB module weighs 23 kg, 

measures 2004 mm by 996 mm by 35 mm, and comprises of glass-encapsulant-cell-

encapsulant-backsheet-frame. It is a 380 W mono-facial module with 144 cells arranged in 

a half-cut arrangement. The cells used are PERC measuring 78 mm x 156 mm. The frame 

is made of anodized Al alloy, the front glass is 3.2mm coated tempered glass, and the 

encapsulant utilized is EVA. The GG module is a 33.5 kg, bifacial, frameless module made 

of glass, encapsulant, cell, and glass that measures 1991 mm by 989 mm by 7 mm. It uses 

72 full bifacial cells, which are PERC (156 mm x 156 mm) with a module power rating of 

360W. The glass utilized for the front and back is 3.2 mm thick tempered glass, and the 

encapsulant is EVA. Fig.31 below shows the modules, and Table 4 shows the nameplate 

data. 
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Fig. 31. GB module (left in black). GG module (right in red) 

Table 4. Nameplate IV parameters at STC, maximum current (IMP), maximum voltage 

(VMP) 

Module ISC/A VOC/V IMP/A VMP/V FF/% Pmax/W 

GB 9.96 49.0 9.36 40.6 77.9 380.0 

GG/Front 9.99 47.6 9.32 38.6 75.8 360.0 

 

According to IEC 61215-2, all four modules were subjected to DH stress in an 

indoor environmental chamber under short circuit conditions for 2000 hours at 85°C and 

85% RH. The same modules were then exposed to PID in an indoor environmental chamber 

at 1000 V, 60 °C, and 85% RH following IEC 62804-1. 

For PID, the modules were stressed for both negative and positive bias. A negative 

voltage was applied to the cell via shorted module connections to stress one GB and one 

GG module under negative polarity, and a positive voltage was maintained for the frame. 
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For positive bias (other GB and GG modules), a positive voltage was applied to the cell 

via shortened module leads while the frame was at a negative potential. The anodized Al 

frame was removed for the GB modules to reveal the conductive Al layer underneath 

to provide the frame with voltage. For GG modules, the voltage was supplied by building 

a faux Al frame covering all four sides of the module using 3M Al tape since the GG 

module was frameless. The conductive copper tape was applied at the module borders to 

guarantee perfect electrical continuity throughout the frame.  

Two rounds of PID stress application were performed, with round 1 lasting 96 

hours. Since round 1 revealed slight deterioration, round 2 for 192 hours of PID stress was 

carried out, totaling 288 hours of PID stress. A Keithley datalogger was also used to 

observe the LC during both PID cycles. 

Pre and post-characterization tests were performed to determine the change in 

performance parameters for all the modules. These included: outdoor light IV was used for 

determining the IV parameters (results were converted to STC at 1000 W/m2 and 25°C), 

EL was used for EL analysis, and dark IV was done to compute RSH and RS (calculated 

using the slope method). To assess the impact of the stress testing on the performance of 

all the modules, reflectance tests and outdoor IR imaging for possible hot cells were also 

performed before and after the stress tests. The approach utilized to test all the modules is 

shown in Fig. 32 [169]. 
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Fig. 32.  Testing method for the GG and GB modules 

 

3.3 Impact of PID (focus on PID-p) on Bifacial Modules (Commercial Modules) 

Synopsis: PV strings operating at high voltages in hot, humid environments are susceptible 

to PID. PID-p is the fastest PID mechanism and can reduce module power quickly. PID-p 

may sometimes be restored under the light in specific circumstances. However, this effect 

is less prominent on the rear side of bifacial PV modules receiving lower irradiance. 

Comprehending PID-p in bifacial modules is critical since they will overtake monofacial 

PV modules as the industry standard over the next 10 years. In this work, we conducted 

indoor PID testing on 14 commercial bifacial p-PERC modules to induce PID-p (three 

different module construction, three different manufacturers). The aluminum foil technique 
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is used to conduct four rounds of PID testing for 168 hours at 25°C and 54% RH. Both 

positive and negative voltage bias are examined for each module side. The findings reveal 

that Pmax loss of up to 32% under STC and 51% at low irradiance can occur in certain 

instances. Recovery under sunlight is also carried out; results indicate that Pmax has 

recovered almost entirely. Since there is a lack of a thorough investigation of PID-p 

utilizing commercial bifacial PV modules (on both sides under positive and negative bias), 

the findings of this research can be significant to the PV community and industry. This 

work can provide insight into PID problems in bifacial PV modules, which are projected 

to rise in popularity in the coming years. 

Experimental Setup: A total of 14 commercial bifacial PERC modules were used. These 

included three distinct bifacial module construction types from three separate 

manufacturers. The module information is compiled in Table 5. According to IEC standard 

62804-1, the modules were stressed for PID using the Al foil technique for 168 hours at 

+/- 1500V, 25°C, and 54% RH (to imitate Arizona weather conditions). PID stress was 

applied to the module four times, with each round focusing on a different side under a 

different polarity. The cell's potential was maintained on the module's unstressed side. This 

technique was used to apply monofacial PID stress on the stressed side of the module while 

avoiding stress on the non-stressed side [170]. For instance, if the rear side is stressed at a 

negative bias, it means that the cell is at a negative potential, the stressed rear side is at a 

positive potential, and the unstressed front side is at a negative potential (same potential as 

the cell). After recovery, M-B was utilized in rounds 3 and 4 due to module unavailability. 

Fresh modules were used for this study. The specifics of the PID testing are shown 

in Table 6. To prevent foil from coming into touch with the module frame, the module 
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edges were taped with Kapton. The front and back of the modules had rectangular-shaped 

Al sheets applied to them (the front and rear Al sheets were not in touch), and 3M Al tape 

was used to establish an electrical connection between the small sheets (to ensure Al foil 

was in good contact with the module surface). To provide proper contact between the Al 

foil and the module surface (front/rear), roofing material (thermoplastic polyolefin rubber 

membrane) was applied to the modules' front and back. To ensure that the Al foil made 

complete contact with the module surface, the modules were positioned horizontally on a 

test rack inside the environmental chamber, extra insulated weights were also positioned 

at the top, and horizontal platforms were placed on the back of the modules. The module 

testing setup for each cycle is shown in Fig. 33. 
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Fig. 33. Methodology for (a) Round-1, (b) Round-2, (c) Round-3, (d) Round-4 

 

Table 5. Module Details 

Module 

Name 

Number 

of 

Modules 

Manufacturer Module 

Construction 

Cell type 

and 

dimensions 

Encapsulant 

M-A 4 A GG-NF 

(2*3.2mm 

glass) 

PERC-72-

Full-cell 

156 x156 

mm 

EVA 
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M-B 2 B GG-F 

(2*2.0mm 

glass) 

PERC-144- 

Half-cut78 

x156 mm 

EVA 

M-C 4 C G-TBS-F 

(3.2mm glass) 

PERC-144-

Half-cut 

78 x156 mm 

EVA 

M-D 4 A G-TBS-F 

(3.2mm glass) 

PERC-144-

Half-cut 

78 x156 mm 

EVA 

 

Table 6. Testing details 

Round Cell 

Polarity 

Stressed 

side 

Modules 

tested 

Expected PID mechanism 

according to literature in p-PERC 

cells (Detail in the literature 

review section) 

1 Negative 

(-ve) 

Rear MA-1, MB-

1, MC-1, 

MD-1 

PID-p, PID-c, Na penetration 

2 Positive 

(+ve) 

Front MA-2, MB-

2, MC-2, 

MD-2 

PID-p, PID-c  

3 Negative 

(-ve)  

Front MA-3, MB-

1, MC-3, 

MD-3 

PID-s  

4 Positive 

(+ve) 

Rear MA-4, MB-

2, MC-4, 

MD-4 

No impact  

 

 The main aim of this study was to test the susceptibility of PERC bifacial modules 

to PID-p, though other PID mechanisms are also considered, but the focus is on PID-p.  

Pre and post-characterization tests, including Flash IV and EL, were conducted 

before and after each round to examine the change in performance characteristics. The 

Spire 5600, which has a class A+ spectrum, was used for Flash IV. For each module, the 

IV was performed on both sides at low irradiance (200W/m2) and at STC (1000W/m2). 

Control modules were also employed to guarantee the same settings throughout the 

experiment. IV parameters, including Pmax, FF, ISC, VOC, RSH, and RS, were acquired 
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through the Flash test for the EL Sensovation HR-830 camera model was used. At 100% 

and 10% ISC, EL was performed on both module sides, and image analysis was also used 

to determine the gray value. 

A series of EL images were taken for severely deteriorated modules at bias levels 

of 0.4A, 0.55A, 10%, 40%, 70%, and 100% of ISC. The cell-level dark IV curves were 

extracted from these images by analyzing them using the EL sweep technique described in 

[171]. The model in [172] was then used to evaluate these curves and derive RS and the J01. 

Using a Keithley data logger, the LC for each cycle of PID stress was also measured. 

With an average dose of 19.4 kWh/m2 for the module front and 18.4 kWh/m2 for 

the module rear, the modules with the greatest deterioration were also recovered in open 

circuit under sunlight. The testing and recovery strategy for the experiment is shown in 

Fig. 34 and 35 [173].  
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Fig. 34. Testing method for PID 

 
Fig. 35. PID recovery method 
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Impact of PID due to Backsheet, Encapsulant, and AS coating (One Cell Modules) 

The degradation in the modules due to the PID stress is detailed in the sections 

below. The backsheet section discusses the impact of PID on the different backsheet 

materials. The Encapsulant section talks about the influence of PID due to encapsulation. 

The AS Coating section examines the effect of PID due to the application of AS coating 

on the front glass of the module.  

The percentage difference between pre-stress (0h) and post-stress characterization 

(96+192h) is calculated using the following equation. 

% 𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 − 𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 

𝑃𝑟𝑒 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎
∗ 100          3 

 

Backsheets: For all one-cell modules with various backsheets, Pmax, FF, ISC, and VOC 

degradation percentages are shown in Fig. 36. Utilizing indoor light IV, this information is 

gathered for all the modules pre and post-stress. The findings demonstrate that the different 

backsheet materials influence the PID phenomenon-related deterioration. The results 

demonstrate that PID-s produces the least deterioration in Pmax (1.613%) and FF (1.351%) 

for the one-cell module with BS-1, while PID-s causes the most significant degradation in 

Pmax (8.690%) and FF (6.259%) for the module with BS-5. Based on the Pmax and FF 

degradation, the modules may be placed in the following order: M-5 (worst), M-4, M-3, 

M-2, and M-1 (best). 
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Fig. 36. Degradation in IV parameters in the modules with different backsheets 

The RSH and RS data pre and post-PID stress calculated using dark IV are shown in 

Table 7. Fig. 37 shows the % degradation in EL gray values against FF. Results are similar, 

as seen in Fig. 36.   

Table 7. Pre and post-PID RSH and RS data for modules with different backsheets 

One-cell 

modules 

RSH (Pre-0 

hrs) / Ω 

RSH (Post 96+192 

hrs) / Ω 

RS (Pre-0 

hrs) / Ω 

RS (Post 96+192 

hrs) / Ω 

M-1 695.825 40.502 0.014 0.015 

M-2 1065.300 14.503 0.016 0.016 

M-3 264.220 1.900 0.014 0.014 

M-4 895.000 12.187 0.015 0.020 

M-5 1410.080 2.840 0.014 0.015 
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Fig. 37. % EL gray value and FF degradation in the modules with different backsheets 

 

The EL patterns for each one-cell module before and after stress are shown in Fig. 

38. Additionally, gray value analysis using these EL images is carried out. Fig. 36 shows 

the % change in value between pre- and post-characterization. Again, it is clear from the 

EL images and the plot that as the FF deteriorates for these modules mainly due to a 

decrease in RSH, as shown in Table 7, the EL gray value also deteriorates. As a result, more 

darkened EL images are seen, with M-1 (BS-1) showing the least degradation and M-5 

(BS-5) showing the most. The degradation is more pronounced at the margins, indicating 

that deterioration occurs because moisture enters the module's edge.  

Fig. 39 displays the LC in microamps (uA), along with the average values; The 

results show that M-4 (BS-4) has the highest LC, and the best performing module is M-1 
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(BS-1) with the lowest amount of LC. M-2, 3, and 5 are outliers in the data for the LC. This 

can be understood, as mentioned in literature [174], that LC can be a sign of PID, but there 

is no correlation between the two. This implies that LC may not be sufficient to predict 

whether a certain module would deteriorate higher or lower. However, it acts as a signal 

that the PID phenomenon could manifest [175]. 

 

Fig. 38. EL images pre and post-PID stress for modules with different backsheets at 

100% ISC and 30 s exposure 
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Fig. 39. Time series plot of LC for 192 h of PID stress for modules with different 

backsheets 

The modules may be organized in the following order according to the % 

deterioration in the Pmax, FF, RSH, and EL gray value data computed using the pre- and 

post-stress tests. 

Table 8. Ratings for the modules with different backsheets 

One-cell modules Backsheet Performance 

Module-1 BS-1 Best 

Module-2 BS-2 Good 

Module-3 BS-3 Average 

Module-4 BS-4 Bad 

Module-5 BS-5 Worst 
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temperatures and RH, as in this research (85 °C and 85% RH), which can result in PID 
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1) comprises Tedlar/PVF-PET-Tedlar/PVF. The TPT backsheet is a strong material [176] 

with a very low water vapor transfer rate (WVTR) of 0.08 (g*cm/cm2/d) [177], which 

means it absorbs less moisture. As a result, M-1 with BS-1 operates most effectively and 

has the least amount of PID-s. When the same TPT material was employed in a different 

investigation, the PID (for TPT)-related deterioration was similarly shown to be extremely 

low. As demonstrated in Fig. 36, M-2 with BS-2 performs the second best but is not as 

excellent as TPT. PVDF, an adhesive, PET, and a film made of Florine make up BS-2. 

Although this backsheet resembles the worst-performing BS-5, the Florine layer in BS-2, 

a proprietary material employed by the manufacturer and based on Fluro-skin technology, 

makes a difference. This Florine layer could be the key to improving M-2's performance 

and reducing the amount of PID-s it experiences. In terms of performance, M-3 with BS-3 

is approximately midway between excellent and bad-performing modules. PA, Al, PET, 

PA, make up BS-3. The use of Al in the backsheet has been shown to reduce PID-s and 

consequently improve performance [178], which could account for why M-3 is exhibiting 

an average performance. PA is not as good as PET and is known to deteriorate more quickly 

than PET under severe DH conditions, resulting in chalking [176]. However, this work 

[178] used n-type c-Si cells with PVF-Aluminum-PVF (PAP) backsheets and was 

conducted under different conditions. Adding Al may improve a backsheets performance 

because free electrons in the Al reduce PID by partially reversing the electric field produced 

by the voltage bias. An electric field is created when a bias is placed between the front 

glass and the cell. Charge polarization resulting from the electric field pulls the free 

electrons in the backsheet. The secondary electric field produced by the generated charges 

cancels out the initial electric field. 
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Consequently, PID decreases [178]. Another advantage of having an Al layer in the 

backsheet might be that less moisture can penetrate, resulting in less encapsulant 

conductivity and lower PID. PET makes up the majority of BS-4 and BS-5 (M-4 and M-

5). The maximum amount of PID is experienced by these two modules. This may be due 

to the material's increased susceptibility to moisture penetration, which increases the 

severity of PID-s [177]. Additionally, BS-4 and 5 only include two highly water-resistant 

layers (ECTFE, PVDF, PET). All three other backsheet materials have a minimum of three 

highly water-resistant layers (PA, Al, PET, PVDF, Florine film, and Tedlar/PVF), which 

improves their performance and reduces their susceptibility to PID.  

According to the presented data, the backsheet material can impact PID-s; if the 

material has more water-resistant layers, the PID phenomena can be controlled, and 

deterioration can be minimized.  

WVTR for all the backsheets may have allowed a measurement of the water uptake 

for all the materials. However, to avoid misinterpretation, this was not done based on the 

research of Kempe et al. He suggests that the RH only changes by a few percent at most 

and that most backsheets have an equilibration time constant of approximately a day. Such 

measurements may not help understand the PID effect based on the backsheet materials 

[179], [180]. 

Encapsulant: For one-cell modules with distinct encapsulants (EVA and POE) and BS-4 as 

the backsheet, the percentage drop in Pmax, FF, ISC, and VOC is shown in Fig. 40. The 

findings show that the module with POE has no degradation in Pmax (0%) or FF (0%), 

while the module with EVA has a reduction in Pmax of 8.408% and a decline in FF of 

6.240% because of PID-s. 
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Fig. 40. Degradation in IV parameters in the modules with different encapsulants 

 

The RSH and RS data pre and post-PID stress calculated using dark IV are shown in 

Table 9. Fig. 41 shows the % degradation in EL gray values against FF. Results are similar, 

as seen in Fig. 40. 

Table 9. Pre and post-PID RSH and RS data for modules with different encapsulants 
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/ Ω 
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Fig. 41. % EL gray value and FF degradation in the modules with different encapsulants 

The EL images for each one-cell module are shown in Fig. 42. The gray value 

analysis is also carried out and is presented in Fig. 41, along with the % FF deterioration. 

The EL images and plot demonstrate that where FF deteriorates more because of a decrease 

in RSH, the EL gray value also deteriorates, leading to more black areas, as visible in the 

module. M-6 (POE) experiences virtually no PID, while M-4 (EVA) is significantly 

shunted due to PID-s.  
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Fig. 42. EL images pre and post-PID stress for modules with different encapsulants at 

100% ISC and 30 s exposure 

 
Fig. 43. Time series plot of LC for 192 h of PID stress for modules with different 

encapsulants 
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significant volumetric resistance differential between POE (1015–10 Ω cm) and EVA 

(1013–1014 Ω cm) [137], which results in less PID deterioration [119]. Additionally, 

compared to EVA, which has a greater diffusion coefficient of 1.5x10-10 m2/s and a higher 

water solubility of 30.5 g/m3/mbar, POE has an extremely low diffusion coefficient of 

2x10-9 m2/s and water solubility of 1 g/m3/mbar. The low permeability of the encapsulant 

is dictated by a lower diffusion coefficient and water solubility [181]. Numerous studies 

have assessed and shown the efficacy of POE against EVA in terms of decreased PID 

[123], [138], [182], [183]. Less activation voltage is available for PID owing to the high 

volumetric resistance of POE and its low diffusion coefficient and water solubility, which 

results in less degradation [184].  

The interesting finding from this research is that M-4 with BS-4, constructed 

similarly to M-6 except for the encapsulant (EVA and POE), is one of the least effective 

modules in this study, with an 8% Pmax decrease. However, when POE is used instead of 

EVA in M-6 with the same BS-4, there is essentially no loss in Pmax. This shows that a 

good encapsulant with high volumetric resistance, reduced diffusion coefficient, and water 

solubility, such as POE, can eliminate the PID influence even if the backsheet has a high 

WVTR [180]. 

AS Coating: For one-cell modules with and without AS coating, the percentage drop in 

Pmax, FF, ISC, and VOC is shown in Fig. 44. The findings show that the module without AS 

coating shows a degradation in Pmax of 7.472% and FF of 5.287%, while the module with 

AS coating has a reduction in Pmax of 3.533% and a decline in FF of 2.564% because of 

PID-s. 
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Fig. 44. Degradation in IV parameters in modules with and without AS coating 

 

The RSH and RS data pre and post-PID stress calculated using dark IV are shown in 

Table 10. Fig. 45 shows the % degradation in EL gray values against FF. Results are 

similar, as seen in Fig. 44. 
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Fig. 45. % EL gray value and FF degradation in the modules with and without AS coating 

 

The EL images for each one-cell module are shown in Fig. 46. The gray value 

analysis is also carried out and is presented in Fig. 45, along with the % FF deterioration. 

The EL images and plot demonstrate that where FF deteriorates more because of a decrease 

in RSH, the EL gray value also deteriorates, leading to more black areas, as visible in the 

module. M-7 with AS coating experiences less PID, while M-3 without AS coating has 

more PID degradation. 
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Fig. 46. EL images pre and post-PID stress for modules with and without AS coating at 

100% ISC and 30 s exposure 

 
Fig. 47. Time series plot of LC for 192 h of PID stress for modules with and without AS 

coating 
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 The results from IV data, EL, dark IV, and LC all indicate that applying the AS 

coating reduces the impact of PID-s. The primary cause of the decreased reduction in PID-

s is the hydrophobic qualities of the AS coating, which prevent a persistent moisture 

buildup on the glass surface. As a result, the AS coating breaks up the glass's continuous 

surface conductivity [185], [186]. According to the literature [187], the bulk of the 

encapsulant, the bulk of the glass, and the surface of the glass all experience significant 

voltage drop from the applied voltage (1000V) during PID stress leaving only a minimal 

amount of the voltage (known as the activation potential) available for the sodium 

deposition reaction on the cell surface. When moisture is present on the glass surface, the 

surface conductivity increases, resulting in a low voltage drop and a more significant 

percentage of voltage remaining for the sodium deposition process. The voltage drop on 

the glass surface is increased by eliminating moisture from the glass surface or coating it 

with a hydrophobic AS coating. This reduces voltage availability for sodium deposition on 

the cell surface, lowering the PID loss [188]. 

4.2 Impact of PID on DH-stressed GG and GB modules (Commercial Modules) 

The GG module section discusses the impact of sequential DH and PID in GG 

modules. The GB module section talks about the influence of sequential DH and PID in 

GB modules. The percentage difference between pre-stress (0h) and post-stress 

characterization (96+192h) is calculated using equation 3. 

For GG modules, PID was done on both fresh and DH-stressed modules to confirm 

that DH-stressed modules will have a more severe PID effect than fresh samples. The fresh 

modules undergoing PID degraded by less than 1 %, whereas modules undergoing PID 

after DH had significantly more degradation.  
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Only DH-stressed modules were tested for PID due to resource unavailability for 

GB modules. The overall degradation in GB modules stressed for PID after DH was less, 

so by extrapolation, fresh samples would not have degraded due to the precedence set by 

the initial testing. 

GG Modules-DH Stress: This study is based only on the front side of GG modules. 

 

Fig. 48. Degradation in IV parameters after 2000 hours of DH stress 
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Fig. 49. Pre and post-DH EL images at 100% Isc and 60-sec exposure 

 
Fig. 50. Zoomed view showing the appearance of striation rings in GG-1 and GG-2 cells 

post-DH 
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Fig. 51. % EL gray value degradation post-DH stress 

 

The percentage deterioration for GG modules is shown in Fig. 48 for Pmax, FF, 

ISC, and VOC. Pre- and post-DH outdoor light IV data generated these outcomes. The 

findings show that DH stress causes GG modules to deteriorate by 6% to 7% in Pmax and 

0% to 0.5% in FF. Losses in ISC and VOC affect the total loss of power (Fig. 48). Fig. 49 

displays the EL images taken pre and post-DH stress. The EL gray value deterioration 

estimated from the pre-and post-EL images is shown in Fig. 51. After DH stress, cell 

darkening in GG modules is detected. Furthermore, the magnified image of the cells for 

GG-1 and GG-2 is shown in Fig. 50, and a circular ring can be seen on some of the cells 

after the DH stress.  
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Our investigation demonstrates that, as shown in Pmax and EL image analysis, the 

GG modules are more susceptible to deterioration because of the DH stress over 2000 hours 

(Fig.48,49,50, and 51). The primary purpose of the DH stress is to evaluate how sensitive 

the PV modules are to moisture [189]. Since water vapor cannot pass through the glass, 

using glass on the back instead of a backsheet should reduce the likelihood of moisture 

getting within the PV module [190]. However, the data computed in this study shows that 

these GG modules are more sensitive to moisture. Since these are frameless GG modules, 

a high-quality edge sealant is essential to reduce moisture ingress [74], [144]. Therefore, 

moisture penetration can be caused by the absence of or use of a low-quality edge sealant 

in these modules. According to Kempe et al. [179], [191], more significant deterioration in 

these GG modules owing to DH stress may be caused by EVA as the encapsulant (which 

has a high diffusivity) paired with a weak or no edge seal. According to EL analysis, cell 

darkening is detected in the GG modules, as seen in Fig. 49 and 50. Cell darkening in the 

module after DH stress is caused mainly by the acetic acid produced by EVA. The grid-

contact resistance may be significantly increased by acetic acid's ability to damage the 

glass-cell interface [192]. Furthermore, the dual glass structure of GG modules can trap 

heat during DH stress and can cause cell deterioration [50], [193], [194]. This may be 

another factor contributing to their increased vulnerability to DH stress. Another result of 

the DH stress in the GG modules is the emergence of a ring-like structure, as illustrated in 

Fig. 50. The module manufacturing process can cause these circular structures called 

striation rings [20], [195], [196]. 

GG Modules-PID after DH stress: GG-1 was stressed under a negative bias, and GG-2 was 

stressed under a positive bias.  
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Fig. 52. Degradation in IV parameters after PID stress on DH-stressed modules 

 

Fig. 53. Pre and post-PID (after DH) EL images at 100% Isc and 60-sec exposure 
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Table 11. RSH and RS data pre and post-PID (after DH) for GG modules from dark IV 

Module Type RSH Pre PID/Ω RSH Post PID/Ω RS Pre PID/Ω RS Post PID/Ω 

GG-1 6783 2453 0.600 0.600 

GG-2 6151 4372 0.610 0.624 

 

 

Fig. 54. % EL gray value degradation and % degradation in RSH and RS because of PID 

after DH stress 
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Fig. 55. LC time series plot for 192 hours of PID stress (Post DH) 

  

Fig. 56. GG-2 (+ve bias) module labels and circled cells which show degradation  
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Fig. 57. Red arrows indicate pre and Post PID (after DH) reflectance analysis for the GG-

2 module at the edge of cell B7. 
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are shown in Fig. 53. The worsening of the EL gray value because of the PID stress is also 

seen in Fig. 54. Additionally, Fig. 54 combines the findings from dark IV. It displays the 

percentage of RSH and RS deterioration for the GG modules. Table 11 displays the pre- and 

post-PID data for RSH and RS. The findings imply that GG-1 has a considerable reduction 

in RSH, which accounts for the darker cell regions in the EL. The EL is less black due to a 

rise in RS and a minor decrease in RSH for GG-2. This assertion is supported by the decline 

of the % EL gray value. Fig. 55 displays the time series plot of the LC for each module. 

The graph shows that GG-2 has a larger average LC over the 192 hours of PID stress. The 

GG-2 module displays tiny circular structures/spots at cell locations B-7, C4-6, and C8-9 

after DH and PID stress, as seen in Fig. 56.  Fig. 57 shows the pattern changes between 

pre- and post-PID measurements using a reflectance spectrometer at cell point B-7.  

After DH stress, the GG modules exhibit strong PID susceptibility for both 

polarities. When there is a negative bias, PID-s is driven mainly by the flow of Na+ ions 

from the glass or the contaminated cell towards the silicon lattice, where it can diffuse into 

the PN junction [51], [87], causing a reduction in the module's FF and RSH [197], [198]. 

For GG-1, a decrease in FF, ISC, VOC, and RSH is the leading cause of power loss. These 

findings suggest that PID-s and PID-p, two different PID processes, may be active. The 

loss in FF and RSH is caused by PID-s under the negative bias, as explained earlier, but the 

loss in ISC and VOC may be ascribed to PID-p [199]. Ions at the Si/passivation interface and 

Na+ ions from the glass may move toward the SixNy/AlxOy passivation layer due to a 

negative bias. The field passivation effect of the passivation layer degrades because of this 

migration of charges [200]. More recombination happens when minority-carrier electrons 

travel to the surface and recombine with the majority-carrier holes as charges build up in 
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the SixNy/AlxOy stack. As a result, ISC and VOC deteriorate, which aids in the module's loss 

of Pmax owing to PID-p [199]. The two glass sides of GG modules may increase the 

amount of Na+ ions and pollutants accessible for the PID process, leading to a greater 

sensitivity to PID.  

The principal power loss for the GG-2 module is caused by a drop in ISC, VOC, and 

FF, as well as a minor drop in RSH. Additionally, the GG-2 module has the largest LC and 

suffers from the most significant Pmax deterioration. Additionally, tiny circular rings or 

bubbles develop in the GG-2 module due to PID stress after DH, as illustrated in Fig. 56 

and 57. The data from the reflectance spectrometer also support a decrease in the 

reflectance parameter. Kern et al. [49] and a few other researchers explain the process that 

is taking place. They postulate that PID-c, which may promote interfacial oxidation, 

delamination, and impurity deposition at the Si/passivation interface, is to blame for this 

problem in GG modules containing EVA. If there is a positive bias, the SixNy layer may 

deteriorate because of the moisture buildup and an acidic environment due to EVA. The 

researchers do not notice PID-c when EVA is switched with POE in corresponding GG 

modules [49]. Similar results are reported by Brecl et al., and they observe that the 

positively biased module degrades more rapidly than the negatively biased module. Line 

corrosion, cell deterioration, and EVA evaporation are the significant causes of the 

degradation. After 200 hours, the first indications start to show, and after 1000 hours of 

stress, the corrosion is entirely observable. Additionally, they see bubble-like formations 

at the front glass, and macro analysis suggests that they may be caused by the development 

of acetic acid [92]. Additionally, Sinha et al. report similar reductions in electrical 

parameters, including Pmax, ISC, VOC, and FF, that are equivalent to our results, concluding 
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that corrosion is the most probable cause [97]. Since the module was only exposed to PID 

stress for 288 hours in our situation, we are just seeing the early stages of corrosion or 

delamination in GG-2; as previously stated, complete corrosion is expected to happen after 

1000 or more hours of PID. Additionally, most of the research focuses on negative bias 

degradation. More research is required to thoroughly understand the processes involved 

since very few studies focus on the degradation mechanisms with a positive bias [169]. 

GG Modules- Combined results for DH and PID:  

 

Fig. 58. % Pmax degradation due to DH and PID (after DH) in both GG modules 
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Fig. 59. % EL gray value degradation due to DH and PID (after DH) in both GG modules 

   

Fig. 60. Outdoor IR images under short circuit for both GG modules after sequential DH 
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The percentage of Pmax deterioration by sequential DH and PID is shown in Fig. 

58 for both GG modules. Similarly, Fig. 59 illustrates the percent deterioration in EL gray 

value caused by serial DH and PID. After serial DH and PID, the GG modules declined by 

11–12% in Pmax.  Several PID processes, such as PID-s, PID-p, and PID-c, can occur as 

the interfacial bonds deteriorate. As can be observed from the study's findings, employing 

solely new modules cannot provide a comprehensive picture of module dependability for 

PID since interfacial adhesion strengths might degrade in the field after 10 to 12 years. As 

shown in Fig. 60, IR images for GG modules were captured under short-circuit settings on 

a bright day with irradiation of 1062 W/m2 and an ambient temperature of 23.5°C. The 

temperature data was collected using Fluke SmartView® IR analysis software, and the 

delta temperature was computed using equation 4. 

𝛥𝑇 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝 − 𝐴𝑣𝑔 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑝          4 

  

The IR images were only taken after DH and PID stress, and the 𝛥𝑇 is compared 

with the control module data, which was unstressed throughout the study. After DH and 

PID, there is a greater 𝛥𝑇 in the GG modules (Fig. 60). This could be because of the dual 

glass, which retains heat and raises module temperature [50]. Another factor may be the 

full cell structure, resulting in a more considerable I2R loss dissipated as heat. Additionally, 

the problem worsens following DH and PID stress, which is supported by the study of the 

control module's (unstressed module) measurements, where 𝛥𝑇 for the control GG module 

is 8.9°C. In contrast, it is between 26 and 29°C for the stressed modules.  

This research only examined a statistically small number of modules; hence it is 

advised that these findings should not be applied to all GG available in the market. 
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Additionally, since modules come from a specific manufacturer, the company's quality 

control and the bill of materials may significantly impact the modules' susceptibility to 

deterioration [169]. 

GB Modules-DH Stress: 

 

Fig. 61. Degradation in IV parameters after 2000 hours of DH stress 

 

Fig. 62. Pre and post-DH EL images at 100% Isc and 60-sec exposure 
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Fig. 63. % EL gray value degradation post-DH stress 

The percentage deterioration for GB modules is shown in Fig. 61 for Pmax, FF, ISC, 

and VOC. Pre- and post-DH outdoor light IV data generated these outcomes. The findings 

show that DH stress causes GB modules to deteriorate by 4% to 6% in Pmax and 1% to 

1.5% in FF. Losses in ISC, VOC, and FF affect the total loss of power (Fig. 61). Fig. 62 

displays the EL images taken pre and post-DH stress. Some cell darkening can be seen in 

the EL images for the GB modules post-DH. The EL gray value deterioration estimated 

from the pre-and post-EL images is shown in Fig. 63.  

During the DH stress, moisture can permeate through the backsheet, leading to 

deterioration. After DH stress, the acetic acid that EVA produces is the major cause of cell 
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acetic acid because it can corrode the glass in the space between the silicon cell and the 

silver paste [169], [192] .  

GB Modules-PID after DH Stress: GB-1 is stressed under a negative bias, and GB-2 is 

stressed under a positive bias for PID. 

 

Fig. 64. Degradation in IV parameters after PID stress on DH-stressed modules 

 

Fig. 65. Pre and post-PID (after DH) EL images at 100% Isc and 60-sec exposure 
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Table 12. RSH and RS data pre and post-PID (after DH) for GB modules from dark IV 

Module Type RSH Pre PID/Ω RSH Post PID/Ω RS Pre PID/Ω RS Post PID/Ω 

GB-1 12029 3316 0.533 0.541 

GB-2 5000 5000 0.511 0.528 

 

Fig. 66. % EL gray value degradation and % degradation in RSH and RS because of PID 

after DH stress 
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Fig. 67. LC time series plot for 192 hours of PID stress (Post DH) 

 

The PID data described in this section are for both rounds (96+192 hours), as there 

was negligible deterioration in the first 96 hours. The PID following DH stress-related 
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64. These conclusions were reached utilizing outdoor light IV pre and post-PID data (after 

DH stress). The findings indicate that the Pmax loss for GB-1 under negative bias is 1.6%, 

and for GB-2 under positive bias is 2.5%, with a large contribution from FF. The EL images 
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that GB-1 has a considerable reduction in RSH, which accounts for the darker cell regions 

in the EL. The EL is less black due to a rise in RS and no change in RSH for GB-2. This 

assertion is supported by the decline of the % EL gray value. Fig. 67 displays the time 

series plot of the LC for each module. The graph shows that both GB modules have a 

similar LC, with GB-2 having a slightly higher average LC.  

According to the results shown in Fig. 64, 65, and 66, the power loss in GB-1 

appears to be caused by a reduction in FF and RSH resistance, suggesting a PID-s 

mechanism, as explained earlier in the GG section. 

For GB-2, the main power loss is caused by a drop in FF, which may be connected 

to an elevated RS as determined by dark IV measurements. These outcomes support results 

presented by Kern et al. Under a positive bias, they see a comparable rise in RS that causes 

a decline in FF in GB modules. They explain this as the result of electrochemical corrosion 

of the module's metallization. This is similar to the PID-c of grid fingers causing 

electrochemical oxidation caused by water penetrating the module and coming in contact 

with the metallization [49], [92]. The PID-c mechanism is explained in the GG section 

[169].  
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GB Modules - Combined results for DH and PID:  

 

Fig. 68. % Pmax degradation due to DH and PID (after DH) in both GB modules 
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Fig. 69. % EL gray value degradation due to DH and PID (after DH) in both GB modules 

 

Fig. 70. Outdoor IR images under short circuit for both GB modules after sequential DH 

and PID 
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value caused by serial DH and PID. After serial DH and PID, the GB modules declined by 

6–7% in Pmax.  PID processes such as PID-s and PID-c can occur as the interfacial bonds 

deteriorate. As shown in Fig. 70, IR images for GB modules were captured under short-

circuit settings on a bright day with irradiation of 1062 W/m2 and an ambient temperature 

of 23.5°C. The temperature data was collected using Fluke SmartView® IR analysis 

software, and the delta temperature was computed using equation 4. 

The IR images were only taken after DH and PID stress, and the 𝛥𝑇 is compared 

with the control module data, which was unstressed throughout the study. After DH and 

PID, there is minimal change 𝛥𝑇 in the GB modules (Fig. 70). The 𝛥𝑇 for the control GB 

module is 11.8°C, and for GB-1 and GB-2 it is 10.6°C and 16°C respectively. For GB-1, 

there is no change in 𝛥𝑇. For GB-2, the slight increase in 𝛥𝑇 can be attributed to the 

increase in RS. The change is significantly low, which can be attributed to the backsheet, 

which allows heat to escape from the module. Also, the half-cell structure leads to lower 

I2R losses due to lower current on both module sides. 

This research only examined a statistically small number of modules; hence it is 

advised that these findings should not be applied to all GB available in the market. 

Additionally, since modules come from a specific manufacturer, the company's quality 

control and the bill of materials may greatly impact the modules' susceptibility to 

deterioration [169]. 

4.3 Impact of PID (focus on PID-p) on Bifacial Modules (Commercial Modules) 

 The percentage difference between pre and post-characterization tests was 

calculated using 3. 
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Round-1 (Cell at -ve bias with stress at rear side): The results for the stressed rear side are 

presented first, followed by results for the unstressed front side.  

 

Fig. 71. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear stressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 72. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear stressed side at 200 W/m2 
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Table 13. Percentage change in series and shunt resistance for the rear stressed side 

measured using Flash IV at low irradiance (200 W/m2) 

Rear side IV at 200 W/m2
 % change in RS % change in RSH 

MA-1 +50.9 0 

MB-1 +11.7 0 

MC-1 0 0 

MD-1 0 0 

 

 

Fig. 73. EL images for the rear stressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with gray 

value change 

 MA-1 and MB-1 were recovered under sunlight after storage at room temperature 

and light for 720h.  
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Fig. 74. Pmax change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 

1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 75. ISC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 1000 

W/m2 
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Fig. 76. VOC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 

1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 77. FF change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 1000 

W/m2 
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Fig. 78. Pmax change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 

200 W/m2 

 

Fig. 79. ISC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 200 

W/m2 
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Fig. 80. VOC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 200 

W/m2 

 

Fig. 81. FF change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 200 

W/m2 
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Fig. 82. EL sweep images for the stressed rear side of MA-1 (post storage only) 

 

Fig. 83. EL sweep images for the stressed rear side of MB-1 (post storage only) 

 

Fig. 84. EL change for MA-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 100% ISC and 

30s exposure with gray value change  

 

Fig. 85.  EL change for MB-1 for various states at the stressed rear side at 100% ISC and 

30s exposure with gray value change  
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Fig. 86. Degradation in IV parameters for the front unstressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 87. Degradation in IV parameters for the front unstressed side at 200 W/m2 
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Fig. 88. EL images for the front unstressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with 

gray value change 
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Fig. 89. Pmax change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side 

at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 90. ISC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 

1000 W/m2 
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Fig. 91. VOC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 

1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 92. FF change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 

1000 W/m2 
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Fig. 93. Pmax change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side 

at 200 W/m2 

 

Fig. 94. ISC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 

200 W/m2 
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Fig. 95. VOC change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 

200 W/m2 

 

Fig. 96. FF change for MA-1 and MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 

200 W/m2 
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Fig. 97. EL sweep images for the unstressed front side of MA-1 (post-storage only) 

 

Fig. 98. EL sweep images for the unstressed front side of MB-1 (post-storage only) 

 

Fig. 99. EL change for MA-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 100% ISC 

and 30s exposure with gray value change 

 
Fig. 100. EL change for MB-1 for various states at the unstressed front side at 100% ISC 

and 30s exposure with gray value change 
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Fig. 101. Average LC data for 168h of stress and log scale LC plots for the first 900s of 

stress (stabilized after 300s)  
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Positive charges like Na+ ions and ionic charges at the silicon-passivation interface 

(due to contamination) may transfer to the AlOx/SiNx layer when the cell is under a 

negative bias with respect to the rear side. AlOx offers field effect passivation by repelling 

minority carrier electrons due to its negative charge density. The AlOx/SiNx layer's ability 

to passivate against field effects is reduced when positive charges are introduced. The 

majority carrier holes recombine with the minority carrier electrons near the surface as 

more positive ions accumulate in the AlOx/SiNx layer, decreasing the IV parameters [199]. 

The K-center mechanism (discussed in the literature review section) can also explain the 

decrease in IV parameters.  

The degradations are more pronounced when IV parameters are acquired at a lower 

irradiance (200W/m2). This is related to the shift in the rear surface recombination 

injection-level dependency caused by the PID-p progression, which alters the surface 

charge density of the AlOx/SiNx layer [199]. Additionally, in [201], it is shown that for p-

type silicon, surface recombination velocity decreases as carrier concertation increases. 

The amount of fixed charge in the passivation layer further complicates the injection-

dependent recombination behavior. As the positive charge density increases, the injection-

level dependence of the effective surface recombination velocity changes [201].  

PID-p is recovered in the light; however, the rear side of bifacial modules is often 

at a lower irradiance, which might cause more severe deterioration of the rear of bifacial 

modules during field operation. This is crucial for PID-p susceptibility in bifacial modules.  

Another intriguing outcome is the continued deterioration of the IV characteristics 

in MB-1 during storage and recovery. Additionally, EL in Fig. 85 demonstrates partial 

recovery in specific cells (blue arrows). On the other hand, MA-1 exhibits almost the same 
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levels of deterioration after storage that were detected after PID. The research done in [202] 

may explain this mechanism. They recommend a PID progression in three stages. Before 

PID (stage A), Post-PID (stage B), and recovery (stage C). In the case of MA-1, the module 

has degraded almost completely after PID and is at B; after storage, the condition is midway 

between B and C; therefore, we see partial recovery. The module state for MB-1 following 

PID is between A and B, and after storage, most cells shift to B (maximum degradation). 

However, some cells move to a state between B and C (partial recovery), also known as an 

inversion layer, as shown by the blue arrows in Fig. 85. Both modules achieve condition C 

during sunlight recovery [202]. The EL sweep results taken after storage for MA-1 and 

MB-1 also highlight this information. MA-1 for some cells shows a higher J01 and higher 

RS, which suggests maximum degradation; for some cells, a lower J01 and lower RS 

indicates a partial recovery. The same result can be seen for EL sweep images for MB-1. 

However, flash IV and EL post storage for MA-1 shows that loss in Pmax is less when 

compared with MB-1 [173].  

Round-2 (Cell at +ve bias with stress at the front side): The results for the stressed front 

side are presented first, followed by results for the unstressed rear side.  
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Fig. 102. Degradation in IV parameters for the front stressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 103. Degradation in IV parameters for the front stressed side at 200 W/m2 
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MD-2 0 -20.6 

 

 

Fig. 104.  EL images for the front stressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with 

gray value change 
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Fig. 105. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear unstressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 106. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear unstressed side at 200 W/m2 
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Fig. 107. EL images for the rear unstressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with 

gray value change 

 

Fig. 108. Average LC data for 168h of stress and log scale LC plots for the first 900s of 

stress (stabilized after 300s) 
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Pmax deterioration in round 2 is less than 5% across all modules. These findings 

are also supported by EL and LC data. We also blame PID-p for the decline in this round. 

Using data for the conventional backsheet module with bifacial PERC cell (module details 

are listed in Table. 15) presented below, we can argue that the mechanism causing 

degradation when the cell at a positive bias with respect to the front side is PID-p, even 

though significant degradation in ISC is not observed (the results for this module are 

separated to maintain consistency of module type as all are bifacial modules, but the results 

are included here to explain the PID mechanism for round-2).  

Table 15.  Backsheet module with bifacial PERC cell details 

Module 

Name 

Number of 

Modules 

Manufacturer Module 

Construction 

Cell type and 

dimensions 

M-E 1 D Glass-Backsheet 

(monofacial) 

Bifacial PERC-144- 

Half-cut 

78 x156 mm 

 

Table 16. Testing details 

Round Cell 

Polarity 

Stressed 

side 

Modules 

tested 

Expected PID mechanism according 

to literature in p-PERC cells (Detail 

in the literature review section) 

2 Positive 

(+ve) 

Front ME-1 PID-p 
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Fig. 109. Pmax change for ME-1 for various states at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 110. ISC change for ME-1 for various states at 1000 W/m2 
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Fig. 111. VOC change for ME-1 for various states at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 112. FF change for ME-1 for various states at 1000 W/m2 
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Fig. 113. EL change for ME-1 for various states 100% ISC and 30s exposure with gray 

value change 

Under sunlight, ME-1 recovers nearly entirely. Since the Na+ ion is involved in 

PID-s and cannot be forced into the junction at a positive bias, the mechanism cannot be 

PID-s. Contrarily, PID-c is an irreversible process. Therefore, a PID-p mechanism for 

round-2 is suggested due to full recovery and positive bias stress [173]. 

Round-3 (Cell at -ve bias with stress at the front side): MB-1 was employed again in round 

three after recovery due to module unavailability. For both stressed and unstressed sides 

(at 1000W/m2 and 200W/m2), all other modules (MA-3, MC-3, MD-3) exhibited less than 

a 1% drop in Pmax, suggesting no degradation. For MB-1, both the stressed and non-

stressed sides are considered since the unstressed side shows higher deterioration. 
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Fig. 114.  Degradation in IV parameters for the front stressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

 

Fig. 115. Degradation in IV parameters for the front stressed side at 220 W/m2 
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Fig. 116. EL images for the front stressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with gray 

value change 

At 200W/m2, the stressed side's RS and RSH changed by +12.1% and -14.0%, 

respectively. 
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Fig. 117. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear unstressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 118. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear unstressed side at 200 W/m2 
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Fig. 119.  EL images for the rear unstressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with 

gray value change 

 

Fig. 120. Average LC data for 168h of stress and log scale LC plots for the first 900s of 

stress (stabilized after 300s) 
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Only MB-1 shows deterioration in round-3, while Pmax degradation in other 

modules is less than 1%. The deterioration may be linked to a PID-s process (explained in 

the literature review section) when there is a negative bias at the front of the PERC cell. 

The EL's recognizable patterns, as well as the drops in FF and RSH, confirm this. However, 

the unstressed module's rear shows more significant deterioration than the front.  

This may be attributed to two factors. One cause could be the reuse of MB-1 in 

round-3. Stress for 168+168 hours in both rounds might result in moisture infiltration in 

the modules, as revealed by EL, which indicates additional cell darkening at the module 

borders. Therefore, moisture intrusion might result in more stress on the unstressed rear 

side. These findings also point to certain drawbacks of the monofacial PID stress approach 

for bifacial modules utilizing Al foil, which is still being tested [173]. 

Round-4 (Cell at +ve bias with stress at rear side): When tested at 1000W/m2 and 200W/m2, 

all modules exhibited a Pmax drop of less than 1%, suggesting no deterioration. The 

literature also supports these results, as discussed earlier [173].  
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Fig. 121. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear stressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 122. Degradation in IV parameters for the rear stressed side at 200 W/m2 
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Fig. 123. EL images for the rear stressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with gray 

value change 
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Fig. 124. Degradation in IV parameters for the front unstressed side at 1000 W/m2 

 

Fig. 125. Degradation in IV parameters for the front unstressed side at 200 W/m2 
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Fig. 126. EL images for the front unstressed side at 100% ISC and 30-sec exposure with 

gray value change 

 

Fig. 127. Average LC data for 168h of stress and log scale LC plots for the first 900s of 

stress (stabilized after 300s) 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS 

In conclusion, this dissertation has explored and analyzed the topic of PID in PV 

modules in-depth, from various perspectives, and through different research methods. This 

study sought to comprehend the impact of superstrate, encapsulant, and substrate on PID 

using various one-cell and commercial modules. The findings presented in the previous 

chapters make it clear that all three components can significantly affect the progression of 

PID in PV modules. These findings have substantial implications for the PV industry and 

can be used to inform future research, policy, and practice. In this final chapter, the study's 

key results are summarized, and recommendations for future research are presented.  

• Backsheet: The module's components, including the front glass, encapsulant, cell type, 

and backsheet, might affect performance due to PID. Although there has been much 

research on the glass surface, cell type, and encapsulant, there has been little to no 

research on the impact of backsheets and their interactions with encapsulants. 

Therefore, employing similar one-cell modules, a portion of this research has examined 

the effects of various backsheets and encapsulants on PID. The findings show that the 

backsheet material might affect PID. We see a decrease in Pmax between 0% and 9% 

for excellent and poor backsheet materials. The more a backsheet is damaged by 

moisture penetration due to high water transmission, the more PID is noticed since the 

backsheet material has fewer water barrier layers. 

• Encapsulant: The same is valid for encapsulants, where POE, which has a far higher 

volumetric resistance than EVA, does not degrade due to PID. Furthermore, when it 

comes to the backsheets, we see that a particular backsheet module that suffers severely 

from PID with EVA exhibits no PID when the encapsulant is changed to POE, 
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demonstrating the ability of a better encapsulant with higher bulk resistance to maintain 

module performance even when the backsheet is partially damaged. 

• AS coating: It is also investigated how PID may be decreased by applying a 

hydrophobic AS coating on the glass surface. It is well known that a dirt buildup on 

glass surfaces may worsen the PID problem. Therefore, it is expected that hydrophobic 

AS coating on the installed/soiled modules in the field would have three advantages: 

lowering the soiling problem, reducing the PID issue owing to lower soiling level, and 

reducing the PID issue due to lower surface conductivity level. Although the PID 

problem was decreased by the AS coating we applied, it was not entirely resolved. Our 

manually coated layer likely has some pinholes that cause the flow of LC via water-

filled pinholes. 

• PID on pre-DH stressed GG modules: Given that GG construction is anticipated to 

dominate the PV industry, it is vital to identify their failure mechanisms. Our findings 

suggest that GG modules are more susceptible to PID problems (11 to 12 percent 

deterioration owing to sequential DH and PID). The conclusion above is supported by 

data from characterization tests such as IV, EL, dark IV, reflectance spectrometer, and 

outdoor IR. We found that the GG modules utilized in our research deteriorate more 

owing to the absence of or use of a weak edge sealant in conjunction with EVA as the 

encapsulant, allowing moisture to permeate/reduce the strength of interface adhesive 

connections in the module under DH stress. This increased presence of moisture limits 

the module's output and creates striation rings, indicating incorrect or substandard 

module fabrication. In addition, during the PID test, when the adhesion interface 

strengths are already diminished owing to DH, the enhanced moisture sensitivity in the 
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GG modules activates PID-s and PID-p in the negative bias. Under a positive bias, the 

early phase of PID-c is seen, resulting in a more significant power loss. In addition, the 

double glass construction works as a heat trap, resulting in a higher module operating 

temperature, which harms the overall performance and longevity of the module. 

• PID on pre-DH stressed GB modules: The GB modules subjected to serial DH and PID 

stress exhibit 4 to 6% deterioration owing to DH stress and an additional 1.5 to 2.5% 

degradation due to PID. Due to serial DH and PID, GB modules have a 6 to 7 percent 

overall deterioration. The reduction in DH stress is primarily attributable to moisture 

entering via the backsheet. Due to decreased interfacial adhesion strengths during the 

DH stress, the modules experience some deterioration during the PID stress. Under a 

negative bias, GB-1 encounters PIDs because most of its power loss is due to FF. Under 

a positive bias, the GB-2 modules undergo the early phases of PID-c as a result of a 

decrease in FF and an increase in RS. 

• PID in bifacial modules focused on PID-p: In this part of the work, a comprehensive 

analysis of PID susceptibility in commercial c-Si bifacial modules was performed. We 

discovered that the most significant deterioration in Pmax of bifacial modules due to 

PID-p occurs when the cell is at a negative bias relative to the rear side (32%). This 

deterioration is more severe at lower irradiances (51%), which is significant for bifacial 

modules since the back side works at a lower irradiance in the field. After storage and 

before recovery, more deterioration is also detected in one module. All modules recover 

almost completely when exposed to sunlight for 18-19 kWh/m2 of average insolation. 

When the cell is under a positive bias relative to the module front, the deterioration is 

less than 5%, and we suggest that the process involved is PID-p. When the cell is under 
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a negative bias with regard to the front, it is seen that a PID-s process is responsible for 

Pmax deterioration in the module. When the cell is at the positive bias relative to the 

module rear, Pmax deterioration in all modules is less than 1%, indicating that no PID 

process is happening. The given results clearly indicate that PID-p is observable in 

commercially available module technologies; hence, the findings of this work might be 

of great use to the PV community, since the use of bifacial modules is anticipated to 

rise in the future. 
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